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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate School 

Minutes of the 
Thursday, 

11:30 AM 

Executive Committee 
April 13, 1972 

626 Campus Club 

Present: Professors Donald Rasmusson, Burton Shapiro for Frank Ungar, Stephen 
Prager, Robert Scott, R. Joseph Schork, Robert Beck for Paul Johnson, 
E. W. McDiarmid; Deans Frank Boddy, Luther J. Pickrel, M, Harry 
Lease, Andrew J. Hein, Warren E. Ibele; Graduate Student Represen
tatives, Mary Ebert, Julie Belle White, Bill Brakel, Dennis Jackson; 
Beverly Miller, Taewon Rno; Dean Bryce Crawford, Jr., presiding; 
Shirley McDonald, secretary. 

1. Council of Graduate Students Report 

A. Proposed Changes in the University's Grading System (See also Item 6) -
Ms. Julie Belle White stated that the Executive Committee of the COGS 
has endorsed the principles and points embodied in the report on grading 
presented by the joint subcommittee (SCEP & Senate Committee on Academic 
Standards), Dean Page, chairman of the subcommittee will meet with the 
Council to discuss the proposal and to answer questions. 

B. Other COGS Activities - Ms. Mary Ebert said that the Council is planning 
the fall, 1972, orientation for new graduate students, There will be a 
general session during which resource persons will be on hand to inform 
new students of various services available to them, A social hour will 
also be held. A schedule of hours for staffing the COGS desk in 309 
Johnston Hall is being drawn up. A Task Force on International Educa
tion has been appointed, There have been meetings, on a regular basis, 
between Dean Ibele and the COGS committee on grievance procedures; such 
procedures do exist and'the committee will look into the adequacy of 
the channels and find ways to be sure that graduate students are aware 
of them. The task force on the job-placement issue is still in the 
planning stage. 

2, Questions about Graduate Education raised ~y State Legislators 

Dean Pickrel informed the Committee of requests for information on graduate 
education and invited suggestions as to how meaningful answers can be 
supplied. Specific requests to which he referred are: (1) can we supply a 
breakdown by Master's and Ph.D. levels of applications, rejections, and 
rejections due to lack of space; (2) how can we identify fields which do 
not draw enough students to justify the amount of budget support they are 
receiving; (3) can we get a recent report showing how the University of 
Minnesota graduate ranks with other Universities; and (4) is it possible 
to get a breakdown showing the proportion of Minnesota's professorial staff 
which obtained their advanced degrees from the University of Minnesota. 

Dean Pickrel reported that, taking into account adjustments for inflation, 
funds for sponsored research and training have not increased over the past 
decade. The Board of Regents expressed an interest in helping get 
additional monies for sponsored research. 
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3. The Plan B Program and Plan B Papers 

Dean Crawford recapped the Policy and Review Committees' deliberations 
about various practices in the administration of the Plan B program 
and paper requirement. The Council of Graduate Students discussed the 
question also and produced a statement which was included in the March 9, 
1972, Graduate School Executive Committee Minutes. 

A specific request by the Department of Mathematics to substitute 
coursework at the 8-000 level for the Plan B paper requirement prompted 
a review of the Plan B program by the Policy and Review Committees. 

Dean Ibele commented upon the value of synthesis of the student's ex
periences in his graduate career and that if departments choose to elim
inate the Plan B paper requirement, there should be other means provided 
which will enable the student to demonstrate rhe ability to integrate 
what he has learned. All too often former graduate students complain 
that their study experiences were not articulated in any comprehensive 
way, Professor Rasmusson said that there should be some final account
ability -- either through papers, or in the examination process, Ms. 
White said that there should also be concern about responsibility to the 
community at large; what kind of reputation do degrees awarded by the 
University of Minnesota have? The Executive Committee agreed that depar
tures from the general Plan B paper requirements should come through 
formal proposals which include justification for the option and a 
definition of the opportunity to the student to demonstrate synthesis or 
integration. 

The Physical Sciences Policy and Review Committee drafted a statement 
which Dean Crawford will use as a basis for a general Graduate School 
policy statement and it will be referred to the Policy and Review Com
mittees for reaction and suggestions, Dean Boddy pointed out that in 
the larger review, it is important to consider purposes. For example, 
ways of testing can vary, but what the examination is to accomplish is 
most significant. 

The Executive Committee agreed to the Mathematics Department's proposal 
as recommended by the Physical Sciences P & R Committee for a period of 
one year, pending a deeper review of the Master's degree program. 
Mathematics majors who haye approved Plan B papers on file in the Grad
uate School may petition for the new option. Graduate School staff will 
communicate~ with appropriate faculty in Matheruatics on procedures of 
implementation, The new option has been reproduced below: 

"Since the Plan B Master's Degree requires 18 credits more 
work than the Plan A (i.e., 66 2/3% more course work), the Mathe
matics Department would like to see this extra 18 credits work 
taken in courses of significant depth. Therefore, in order to 
make it worthwhile for Plan B students to take courses at the 
8-000 level, we respectfully request the Graduate School to allow 
students in mathematics to present 9 credits of mathematics at 
the 8-000 level in place of 9 credits of work with Plan B papers. 
Since the Department of Mathematics already requires at least 
9 credits of work at the 8-000 level for the Master's Degree, 
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this means that students who wished to be excused from 
writing Plan B papers would have to take at least 18 credits 
of work at the 8-000 level. We consider this an acceptable 
substitute, and we ask the Graduate School to give our request 
serious consideration. Students requesting this type of pro
gram would have to obtain permission from the Director of 
Graduate Study of the Department and, of course, each program 
would have to be approved by the Graduate School. 

"In designing this option the Department also had in mind 
the serious Ph.D, candidate who appeared to have promise at 
an earlier stage but who either failed the Ph.D. oral exami
nation or was unable to write an acceptable dissertation. Such 
a student has usually done much more work than a master's 
candidate would normally do, and it seems unfair and completely 
discouraging not only to lose out on the Ph.D. but to have to 
write three extra papers to get a Master's Degree." 

Graduate Faculty Nomination Form 

The revised Graduate Faculty Nomination form is now in use, 
is appended to these minutes. The departments are urged to 
of the obsolete form; the new one can be ordered by calling 
376-7368, 

A sample copy 
destroy supplies 
Mrs, Lazan, 

5, Policy and Review Committee Structure for 1972-73 

The Committee discussed means by which Policy and Review and Unit Committee 
faculty representatives are selected. The Task Force on Graduate School 
Reorganization specified that the process chosen must be by faculty action. 
Some departments have a formal election while others work through advisory 
bodies to select faculty for the various departmental jobs and committee 
work, Mr. Brakel asked about selection of student representatives on the 
Policy and Review Committees. 

Dean Crawford explained that departments were asked, either through their 
graduate student organizations, or through the Directors of Graduate Study 
where student associations did not exist, to identify graduate students for 
an election committee which would, in turn, elect graduate student repre
sentatives to serve on the Policy and Review Committees, This procedure 
has been tried just once, of course, and since that time, the graduate 
student organizations in departments have nearly doubled, The dean sug
gested that the COGS may wish to discuss student representative selection 
procedures; the Graduate School will want input from the COGS on this point, 
Mr. Brakel said that there seems to be a lack of appreciation, on the part 
of graduate students, of the importance of student representation on the 
P & R and other Graduate School special and subcommittees. Professor Scott 
said that the students are an integral part of the Social Sciences P & R 
Committee; their interests are strong and their input effective. He 
believes that a student based selection process helps solidify the role of 
the Council of Graduate Students, 

Ms. White asked if it is possible to acquaint the graduate students with 
the organization of the Graduate School, possibly by a "flow sheet" 
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indicating who does what, and so-on. The Graduate School will explore 
ways by which a statement of Graduate School structure and major functions 
can be drawn up and distributed to the students. 

6. Proposed Changes in the University's Grading System (see Item 1 A) 

Professor Schork reported that the Language, Literature, and Arts P & R 
Committee's position on the proposal is similar tc that of the Council of 
Graduate Students; Dean Page has already been so informed. The Health 
Sciences P & R Committee appointed a subcommittee which will bring its 
recommendations to the full committee prior to the presentation of the 
report to the Twin Cities Assembly on April 27. Professor Ungar will 
respond directly to Dean Page. 

Dean Boddy commented on the increasing number of fields which are rejecting 
well qualified applicants; this has important implications in respect to 
changes in the University's grading system. 

7. Proposed Graduate_Programs, Modifications- Progress Report 

A. Ph.D. with major in Biomedical En£ineering (minor for the M.S.) 

Approved by the Board of Regents, March 10, 1972 

B. Cooperative _P~o~r~m-f~r-~minis_trators (U of M & Moorhead State) 

Approved by Board of Regents, March 10, 1972 

C. Change in Designation: from Mineral Resources Engineering to Mineral 
Engineering for both the~. and Ph.D. degree. Approved by the 
Graduate School Executive Committee. New adm::.ssions will designate 
the new title; the grandfather clause obtains for students already in 
the program. 

D. ~~w;!. .. th, riJ:ajqr _ i!_1 __ _!'gl:>l:!-.£_AU_~!.r_s_~_Dis~s tablj.shme~_t_9_! __ t;_he __ _N,_h._. ___ w._i.,t,h 
major in International Relations 

Approved by the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission and 
ready for Regents' action. 

Approved by the Mfnnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission and 
ready for Regents action. 
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F. Master of Business Administration (revised program) and Disestablishment 

1 of the M.S. wi~h major in Business Administratio~ 

Approved by the Executive Committee of the Graduate School and ready for 
HECC action 

G. Master of Social Work at Dulut~ 

Approved by Graduate School Executive Committee and ready for action-by 
the HECC 
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NOTE: A correction in the March 9, 1972, Graduate School Executive 
Committee minutes in respect to the MSW at Duluth: 

Item 7D amended to read as follows: Professor Scott said 
that a subcommittee of the Social Sciences Policy and Review 
Committee reviewed the proposal and recommended to the full 
committee that the 93 credit MSW program at Duluth be approved 
for a trial period of three years and that it then be reviewed, 
especially in relation to questions which fall into four areas: 
the educational program as a whole, placement of graduates, 
admissions, and funding.! 

The program is designed primarily to produce social work admin
istrator-strategists; if the applicants have undergraduate 
degrees in Social Work and/or professional experience, they may 
be admitted with advanced standing and complete the program in 
somewhat less than the two years required of those without any 
of these qualifications. The Twin Cities MSW program also 
offers the training for administrative positions as well as for 
case work; approximately one-third of the applicants choose the 
first option. And, advanced standing is also open to the Twin 
Cities students who have the appropriate background. 

Following the Policy and Review Committee's recommendation, the 
Graduate School Executive Committee approved the establishment 
of the Master of Social Work program at Duluth with the stipu
lations specified in the P & R subcommittee report. The formal 
proposal, summary sheet and subcommittee report have been for
warded to the Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission 
for review. Final action must come from the Board of Regents. 

8. Proposed Gr_~ci!E!~~-K~.ogr~~~-' Modi_t:!:_c;a!_:!:QI!.§_uJ!~er Consideration by th~-- Graduat~ 
School, 

A. 

B. 

M.A. Q'J_an Bl__:!,n Educatio_~_~!_!:h ____ Emp_!}asis in Music at Duluth 

Professor Schork reported that the Language, Literature, and Arts Policy 
and Review Committee recommend>acceptance. The proposal is also before 
the Education-Psychology P & R Committee and will be carried forward 
pending recommendation from that Committee. 

Maste~ of Fine Arts at Duluth 

In planning stages - a proposal has not yet come forward. 

C. Proposed Professional Master's Programs 

(1) Master of Engineering (Revised Program) 
(2) Master of Education (MEd) at Duluth 
(3) Master of General Studies at Morris 

These proposals all represent post-baccalaureate programs which are 
designed for personal and professional development. The demand for 

1 From the subcommittee report 
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planned programs to fulfill these needs is growing. The Graduate School 
currently administers a few programs which, though oriented toward pro
fessional careers, are like the "scholarly" M.A. and Ph.D. in academic 
requirements -- the Master of Social Work, the Master of Business Admin
istration and the Master of Forestry are examples. However, other 
purely professional programs do not fit easily into the established 
research-oriented patterns of the Master's and Ph.D. Degrees. 

The Graduate School has housed the first Master of Engineering program; 
there has been no competition between it and the M.S. and Ph.D. programs 
in the Engineering fields. 

The proponents of the MEd at Duluth suggest that its administration be 
outside the Graduate School; the proposal also suggests that the current 
Master of Arts program in Education is not fulfilling the students' 
needs and should be disestablished if the MEd is approved. 

Dean Crawford pointed out that the subject of the professional post
baccalaureate programs and their administration by a unified division 
of the University was being studied by the SCEP subcommittee on Post
baccalaureate Programs. 

(1) The Master of Engineering (Revised) - Dean Ibele said that this 
proposal is a modification of the Master of Engineering which was 
initiated about three years ago. This revised program would place 
less emphasis on design and concentrate the one year's study beyond 
the baccalaureate degree on the professional component needed by 
practicing engineers. And it seems desirable to put less weight on 
the undergraduate grade point average in favor of performance in the 
profession as a measure for admission to the program. 

The Physical Sciences Policy and Review Committee recommends accep
tance of the program for a period of one year, effective with the 
fall quarter 1972. It would be open to students admitted prior to 
April 1973. If after further review, the program were to be discon
tinued, students enrolled spring quarter 1973 would be able to finish 
the program. During the year's time, a committee will be appointed, 
jointly, by the Deans of the Graduate School and the Institute of 
Technology to develop long range plans; the committee will consider 
such points as admission standards, academic standards within the 
program and how the program should be administered, i.e., jointly 
between the Graduate School and IT or exclusively by IT. 
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The Executive Committee approved the revised Master of Engineering I 
program with the above conditions, 

(2) Master of Education at Duluth - before the Education-P~ychology I 
Policy and Review Committee. The item will be carried forward. 

(3) Master of General Studies - U of Minnesota at Morris - This is in 
a very early stage of discussion by the UMM faculty. Copies of the II 
proposal were distributed to the Executive Committee. Dean Crawford 
said that one point of consideration in launching a post-baccalaureate 
program would be the extent of diversion of resources and motivation II 

I 
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from providing the superior four-year liberal-arts program which the 
U of M at Morris has been doing. 

9. Graduate Degree Program Review 

The Physical Sciences Policy and Review Committee has developed criteria 
for program review and will begin the process by Units, possibly with some 
rearrangement for more coordinated study. The Education-Psychology P & R 
subcommittee on program review has drafted a tentative report on criteria 
and procedures to be presented to the full Committee at its next meeting. 
The Language, Literature, and Arts P & R has appointed two subcommittees to 
look at two fairly new programs whose faculty have requested counsel. Plant 
and Animal Sciences, Health Sciences, and the Social Sciences P & R Commit
tees prefer to delay beginning program reviews pending more specific goals 
and structured procedures and criteria to be set forth by the Graduate School. 
Dean Crawford will ask Dean Ibele and Professor Brodbeck to look at the review 
criteria and procedures suggested by the Physical Sciences and the Education
Psychology Policy and Review Committees and questions raised by the others 
in an attempt to clarify the goals of the on-going graduate program review 
function. Perhaps a report or a white paper can be drafted this spring; it 
will be circulated to the Policy and Review Committees for their reaction 
and input. 

10. American Studies 

Professor Schork reported that the Language, Literature, and Arts Policy and 
Review Committee has had a request from Unit Committee E that the adminis
tration of student programs and thesis topics be returned to a special 
committee of representatives from the disciplines embodied in this major. 
The highly inter-disciplinary program does not fit into the present Unit 
Committee structure, Any problem cases would, of course, come before the 
Unit Committee, 

Dean Crawford will discuss the suggestion with Professor Schork and will 
report back to the Executive Committee. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Shirley McDonald, Secretary 



I UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Graduate School Use Only 
GRADUATE SCHOOL Nomination to the Graduate Faculty Rec'd: Inactive: 

Other Appointments 
1. Name (Last) (First) (Middle) I 
2. Date and Place of Birth 3. Sex 

D D 
I 

F M 

4. Department College Campus Mailing Address 5. Academic Rank I 
I 6. Education, including College, Professional School, and foreign study 

Name of Institution Dates Attended Degree Date of Degree 

I 
I 7. Previous academic appointments at the University of Minnesota or elsewhere 

Name of Institution Rank Dates 

I 
8. Has the nominee been appointed to the Graduate Faculty previously? Yes No 

What Status? Major Field? I 
9. Major Field of this Nomination 10. If this nomination is for a limited period, indicate terminating date. 

I 
11. Advising experience here or elsewhere, if any, i.e. level, number of candidates; other perti11e1tt experience 

I 
I 12. Publications and research (exhibits or productions, etc.for the fine arts, architecture faculty) either published or accepted by refereed journals. Give 

title, name, volume, number, dates. Use reverse side of form and separate sheets, if necessary. If previously appointed to the Graduate Faculty ,list 
publications and research since last nomination 

I 13. ' Letter of recommendation: Not required, but strongly suggested when additional evidence seems desirable or qualifications are of an unusual nature. 

I 14. If this nomination is for A-1 status, list graduate courses nominee will teach. (A-1 routinely requires a termination date-See item 10) 

I 
I 

15. For app6in~ment to the Graduate Faculty (check one): 

A. As an associate member of the graduate faculty: 

1. ___ To teach specific courses listed above, Section 14 (A-1 routinely requires a termination date-See item 10 above) 

2. ___ To teach courses and serve on students' committees but not as an adviser. 

I 3. ___ To teach courses, serve on students' committees, and advise Master's candidates. 

B. ___ As a full member of the Graduate Faculty to teach courses, serve on committees, and 
act as adviser to candidates for both the Master's and Doctor's degrees. 

I Signed (Director of Grad Study or other Grad Faculty member for the Major Field) Date 

Signed (For the Unit or Policy & Review Committee) Al A2 A3 B (circle one) Date 

[ Signed (For the Graduate School) Al A2 A3 B (circle one) Date 
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UNIVERSITY o.:J1yiinnesota, 

SCHOOL OF M~THfMA'f~C~ - NiNl\lCAPL"lJ') ---

Since the Plan B Master's Degree requires 18 credits more work than 
the Plan A (i.e.~ 66 2/3% more course work)~ the Mathematics Department 
would like to see this extra 18 credits work taken in courses of signif
icant depth. Therefore~ in order to make it worthwhile for Plan B students 
to take courses at the 8-000 level~ we respectfully request the Graduate 
School to allow students in mathematics to present 9 credits of mathematics 
at the 8-000 level in place of 9 credits of work with Plan B papers. 
Since the Department of Mathematics already requires at least 9 credits 
of work at the 8-000 level for the Master 1 s Degree~ this means that 
students who wished to be excused from writing Plan B papers would have 
to take at least 18 credits of work at the 8-000 level. We consider 
this an acceptable substitute~ and we ask the Graduate School to give 
our request serious consideration. Students requesting this type of 
program would have to obtain permission from the Director of Graduate 
Studies of the Department and, of course, each program would have to be 
approved by the Graduate School. 

In designing this option the Department also had in mind the serious 
Ph. D •. candidate who appeared to have promise at an earlier stage but who 
either failed the Ph.D. oral examination or was unable to write an 
acceptable dissertation. Such a student has wually done much more work 
than a master's candidate would normally do, and it seems unfair and 
completely discouraging not only to lose out on the Ph.D. but to have to 
write three extra papers to get a Master's Degree. 

3 
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l·.ducallon, including College, Professional School, and foreign study 
Name of Institution Dates Attended Degree Date of Degree 

Previou~ academ1c appomtmcnts at the University of Minnesota or elsewhere 
Name of Institution Rank Dates 

Has the nominee been appointed to the Graduate Faculty previously? Yes No 
What Status? Major Field? 

Major held of th1s Nomination 10. If this nomination is for a limited period, indicate terminating date. 

Adv1smg e.\pcricnce here or elsewherc. it any. i.e. level, number of candidates; other pertinent experience 

l'ubhcauons and research (e.xhibns or productions. etc..for the fmc arts. architectwe faculty) either published or accepted by refereed JOurrwls. C1vc 
IItie. name. volume, number. dates. Usc reverse side of form and separate sheets, if necessary. If previously appointed to the Graduate Faculty. li~t 
publications and rt>search since last nomination 

Letter of recommendation: Not required. but strongly suggested when additional evidence seems desirable or qualifications are of an unusual n;~ture 

If this nomination IS for A-1 status, list graduate courses nominee wiU teach. (A-I rout indy requires a termination date- Sec item I (J) 

1-'or appomtmem to the Graduate Faculty (check one): 

A. As an associate member of the graduate faculty: 

I. _To teach specJfit· courses listed above, SectiOn 14 (A·I routinely requires a termination date- See item I 0 above) 

2. ___ To teach courses and ser~ on students' committees but not as an adviser. 

3. ___ To teach courses, ser~ on students' committees, and advise Master's candidates. 

8. ___ As a full member of the Graduate Faculty to teach courses, serve on committees, and 
act as adviser to candidates for both the Master's and Doctor's degrees. 

[ Signed (Director of Grad Study or other Grad Faculty member for the MaJor Field)----------------- Date----------

l 
Signed (For the Unit or Policy & Review Committee) --------------- AI A2 A3 B (circle one) Date----------

Signed (For the Graduate School) ---------------------- A I A2 A3 B (circle one) Date ---------
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Profaaaor Kenneth H. teller 
Department of Ch .. ical Rngtnearing • 
Material• Sclanca 
151 Cbaetcal !natnaertna 

Dear Profeaaor Dllar: 

'~. 

March 23, 1972 

··.·. 

• ' . 

I write to report that tba Graduate School received official notiftcatioo 
that the Board of aeaanta approved the aatabllahmant' of tba Ph.D. witb a 
Mjor in Biamadical !natneertna at its meeting of March 10, 1972 •. 

Thla ac~ton will be reported, for the record- at the April 13, 1972 1 
Bxacuttva Committee meeting. 

Sincerely youra, 

Shirley McDonald 
Prin !xac Secretary 
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15 October 1971 

PRELIMINARY NOTIFICATION OF PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A BIOMEDICAL 
ENGINEERING GRADUATE PROGRAM 

The Bioengineering-Biomedical Engineering Graduate Study Task Force 
has reviewed the national status of biomedical engineering and the current 
efforts in this field at the University of Minnesota. We have found that, 
nationally, the field of biomedical engineering is exhibiting a stable and 
steady growth, establishing an identity of its own and gaining acceptance 
among biomedical and engineering scientists as an independent discipline. 
Approximately 150 universities indicate some level of activity in the field. 

At Minnesota, an informal program in biomedical engineering has 
been underway for some time, involving many departments and individual 
staff members in several colleges. In terms of research and student 
interest, the existing program is healthy and thriving, and has achieved 
a diversity not evident in many of the programs at other institutions. 
However, as a result of this diversity, the lack of central organization 
has begun to have the adverse effect of hampering communication among the 
faculty and students working in the field. This has limited effective 
coordination of seminar series, efficient exchange of information on the 
need and availability of relevant courses, and positive stimulation for the 
development of interdisciplinary courses to fill certain gaps in training. 
It has also made it difficult to provide information to prospective 
students on the training available and has limited flexibility in setting 
up programs appropriate to an individual student's need. Finally, the 
lack of an interdisciplinary administrative structure and, consequently, 
a clear identity within the University has markedly increased the dif
ficulty of obtaining support for training programs in biomedical engineering. 

In view of these findings the task force has recommended that a 
graduate degree-granting program in biomedical engineering be established 
under the administration of an interdisciplinary committee of the graduate 
faculty. The purpose of the program would be to provide students having 
undergraduate backgrounds in either the engineering or biomedical sciences 
with interdisciplinary training leading to a Ph.D. degree and to add 
flexibility to existing degree programs by providing interested graduate 
students majoring in a specific engineering or biomedical department 
with minor programs at the Ph.D. and M.S. levels. It is also expected 
that the program will serve to encourage the development of new inter
disciplinary courses. 

Since the program is a formalization of efforts that, in large 
measure, are underway at present, no new faculty and no large shift in 
the activities of faculty presently at the University will be needed. 
Seven faculty members will comprise the subcommittee to administer the 
program. An additional twenty to thirty faculty members will be authorized 
to serve as research advisors to students. Although it is difficult to 
determine the number of students likely to take advantage of the program 
during its first year, based on expressed interest, it seems reasonable 
to expect that five to ten students will register as Ph.D. majors in the 
first year and perhaps ten to twenty will adopt biomedical engineering 
as their minor field. 
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SUMMARY SHEET 

Title of Proposal: 

Biomedical Engineering Graduate Program 

Submitting Institution: 

University of Minnesota 

Type of Institution: 

State university 

Inter-Institutional Planning: 

None 

Tentative Approval: 

Approved by Graduate School Executive Committee on October 12, 1971 

Need for the Program: 

Biomedical engineering has established itself nationally as a viable 
field and, at the University of Minnesota, an active research program and 
informal training program have been underway for some years. A formal 
program is needed to improve communication among interested groups at the 
University, to coordinate activities, to provide identity and visibility 
for these efforts, and to facilitate obtaining support for such training. 

Supporting Data to Establish this Need: 

The assessment that biomedical engineering is a viable field is based 
on the large membership in the relatively new Biomedical Engineering 
Society (323 as of March, 1970), the wide diversity of occupations in which 
its members are engaged, the number of active biomedical engineering journals 
(at least four), the predictions of N.I.H. officials, and the extent of 
training support (N.I.G.M.S. alone supports 220 trainees at 18 schools). 
The activity at this university is demonstrated by the fact that at least 
34 faculty members have publications in biomedical engineering areas, and 
at least 25 Ph.D. theses and 30 M.S. theses have been completed in this 
field. The need for a program is based on the frequent inquiries received 
at the University from prospective students, the opinions of faculty 
actively involved in the field and the desires of students presently asso
ciated with the existing informal programs. 

Program Objectives: 

To provide broad, flexible, interdisciplinary training in biomedical 
engineering for Ph.D. majors, Ph.D. minors, and M.S. minors and to provide 
a clearer identity for biomedical engineering activities at the University 
of Minnesota. 
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Content of the Program: 

The program will utilize existing courses and certain of new interdisci
plinary courses and seminar series to develop an appreciation of the inter
actions among the engineering sciences, the biological sciences, and the 
medical sciences. It will emphasize in-depth training in at least one of 
these fields and a comprehensive exposure to each of them. Thesis problems 
will be designed to utilize this same combination of in-depth understanding 
of a particular field and broad familiarity with related fields in conducting 
research. 

Number and Type of Students: 

Students with undergraduate backgrounds in either the engineering 
sciences or biological sciences will be served. It is anticipated that 
the program will enroll approximately 5 Ph.D. students as majors each 
year and 10 or more as minors each year. 

Number and Type of Students Five Years After Inception: 

In addition to the above, it is anticipated that the program will 
develop short courses for use in extension or other non-degree programs 
to meet the needs of professionals working in biomedical engineering 
areas. E.g., fluid mechanics for medical scientists interested in arti
ficial hearts;· kinetics of clotting for engineers interested in biomaterials; 
instrumentation and/or programming for practicing physicians. The number 
of such students is likely to be highly variable, but lilUch larger than those 
involved in graduate degree programs. 

Relationship of Proposed Program to Existing Programs at the University of 
Minnesota: 

The program will supplement the existing informal biomedical engineering 
programs conducted within individual departments and increase their effective
ness by providing the impetus for the development of new courses and advice 
in the selection of an appropriate minor program. 

Relationship of Proposed Programs to Similar Programs at Other Institutions: 

There are no similar programs at other institutions in the state. 

Additional Faculty Members Needed During First Five Years of Operation: 

None needed although some with related interests may be added by 
individual departments. 

Equipment Needed to Initiate Program or During First Five Years: 

None needed although some ~~11 be added in connection with individual 
research efforts. 

Additional Laboratory Facilities Needed During First Five Years: 

None needed since individual researchers have laboratory space through 
their own departments. 
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Library Holdings: 

Library holdings are adequate at the current Tavel or cx!'oT1tH t.'l.'lre. 

Total Estimated Costs for First Five Years: 

Secretarial help and office supplies: 
Student fellowships: 

$2000/year 
$9000/year 
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Report of the 

Bioengineering-BioJMedical Engineering Graduate Study Task Force 

Introduction 

The task force on Bioenfineering and Biomedical Engineering 

Graduate Study was appointed l) to review and evaluate the existing 

programs in bioengineering and biomedical engineering at the University 

of Minnesota in order to determine their adequacy in meeting training 

meeds in this area and, if necessary, to recommend appropriate modi

fications. The task force membership included faculty from the several 

11 . t t d d/ t• . b" d" 1 . . ( 2) co eges ~n eres e an or ac ~ve ~n lome ~ca eng~neerlng • 

The task force identified the range of research activities under

way or contemplated at the University, drawing primarily on information 

provided by its members whose own efforts covered a broad spectrum 

of such activities. The existing graduate level curricular offerings 

were also reviewed with the aim of establishing whether or not a 

formalized biomedical engineering program would be possible without 

the extensive and immediate addition of a large number of courses. 

The conclusions, outlined in detail in the following sections, are 

that a formal degree program in biomedical engineering would be a 

useful and natural extension of the existing research based bioengineer

ing efforts and that such a program could be instituted limnediately 

utilizing existing courses provided that certain deficiencies are 

corrected as new courses are developed at a normal rate. A possible 

structure for such a program was also developed and is presented in 

the following sections. 

-----·--·---------·--- -------
(1) Appendix I is a copy of the letter detailing the task forcevs 

responsibilities. 

( 2) Appendix II contains a list of the commit tee membership. 
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Background 

Interdisciplinary bioengineering research activities at the 

University of Minnesota have grown over the past 15 years through the 

collaboration of individuals working on problems of mutual interest. 

While the areas of collaborative effort have varied widely over 

essentially all of the facets of biological research being conducted 

at the University, the types of collaboration generally fall into 

one of the following three categories: 

a) Work on a single problem~ initiated by one individual seek

ing out the help of a colleague in another department. In these 

situations, the activity has tended to wax and wane depending on the 

state of the problem. While such problems have normally been of only 

peripheral interest to one of the investigators, this type of collabor

ation has sometimes turned into a recurring one. 

b) Somewhat regularized interdepartmental collaboration for the 

purpose of pursuing investigations in a general area. Here faculty 

in different departments have established the basic link but the 

relation has achieved a certain degree of formalization by virtue 

of common research and/or training support, the establishment of 

ongoing seminar series, the support and involvement of other faculty 

members in each of the participating departments, etc. In this kind 

of arrangement, investigators in each of the departments have devoted 

a major part of their research efforts to the interdisciplinary pro

ject and the program has achieved rather stable and permanent status. 

c) Formal departmental or divisional commitments in which the 

inter-disciplinary nature and relative permanence of the effort is 

assured by providing staff positions within single departments or 

div;_sions for individuals with diverse backgrounds. Typically this 

arrangement has developed in the college of Medical Sciences where 

staff appointments are provided for engineers (Health Computer 

Sciences, Neurology, and Physical l1edicine are examples), but there 
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are also departments in the Institute of Technology where biological 

scientists hold staff appointments (Chemical Engineering~ for example). 

From time to time discussions have been held to consider the advis

ability of establishing a formal biomedical engineering structure. 

On each occasion it was the consensus of those participating that 

such a structure was premature and might prove unnecessarily restrictive. 

In lieu of a formal biomedical engineering committee 9 in 1966 Dean 

Frank Va~brugge appointed a committee adviso~J to the Office of the 

Dean of Institute of Technology under the chairmanship of Professor 

Arnold G. Fredrickson to monitor biomedical engineering developments 

at the University. The committee adopted a statement of policy 

which would govern its activities and has met on three or four 

occasions during the past several years as matters arose which required 

some action on its part. The activities of this committee are indicated 

by its correspondence which is included as Appendix III of this report. 

Approximately 40 members of the faculty have been or are present

ly involved in interdisciplinary bioengineering research .and the 

number has been growing steadily for some time. In Appendix IV 9 

those faculty members who have published one or more papers of an 

identifiably interdisciplinary nature are listed to illustrate the 

breadth of these activities. The list is by no means exhaustive. 

The absence of imposed direction on development has clearly had a 

salutary effect on the evolution of this field at Hinnesota. 

In some 9 though not in all cases 9 graduate students have been 

involved in these research efforts and have prepared dissertations 

based on the research. These students have registered in and have 

met the titaudary requirements of existing departments in order to 

obtain their degrees. A partial. listing of completed dissertations 

in this area is included as Ap9endix V. This system has worked 

nl'f'eet~ vo1y in t.h.<Jt m::tny students not totally committed to the idea 
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of a biomedical engineering degree have found it possible to undertake 

graduate research in the field 'tvithout compromising their preparation 

for a more traditional career. However~ as the field has developed 

its own identity~ more and more students have expresserl an interest in 

majoring in an interdisciplinary biomedical engineering prvgram unhamp

ered by those requirements of individual departments that are sommeJbat 

extraneous to their central interest. Not only is the present system 

not flexible enough to provide for their needs, it is not geared to 

answer the incoming inquiries to the Graduate School concerning the 

University 1 s biomedical engineering program. This lack of visibility 

is one of more important shortcomings in the present system. 

Support for students pursuing bioengineering research has generally 

come from regular denartmental sources or research funds associated 

with the projects themselves. A significant exception to this is the 

Surgery-Mechanical Engineering Training Grant under the Artificial 

Heart Program. Although loosely related to project goals~ it has 

provided the flexibility to support students who have not yet committed 

themselves to a particular project and has provided funds for about 7 

students a year for the past five years. In addition, a training grant 

application from the Division of Health Computer Sciences has been 

submitted to N.I.H. 

It is instructive to note that, in the pasts two types of training 

grant apnlications fr·om the University have been turned down. The firsts 

submitted in the early 60°s, Has a proposal in which a clear inter

disciplinary sponsorship and administrative structure Has provided. 

However 9 it contained little tangible evidence of developed research 

and was turned down. The second, submitted by Chemical Engineering in 

1968 5 contained substant5.al evidence of active interdisciplinary 

research, but was turned down for lack of a clearly established inter

disciplinary administrative structure. As an indication of the importance 

of such structures particularly as evidenced by the formal granting of 

degrees in biomeoi~al engi.neering 9 the National Institute of General 
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Medical Sciences reports(}) that 16 of the 18 training programs it 

supports offer biomedical engineering degrees. 

The development of new courses in support of bioengineering train

ing has been slow, but steady. A one-year sequence has been developed 

and taught for several years in Chemical Engineering entitled 11Engineer

ing Analysis of Biological Systems:'. Registration normally includes 

first year graduate students from engineering departments plus a few 

from various biological sciences departments. A course has been taught 

occasionally in Aerospace Engineering and l'1echanics on :;Statistical 

Processes in Biology", but the course is not presently active. More 

recently three one-quarter courses dealing with fluid mechanics, heat 

transfer, and mass transfer and intended for medical scientists have 

been recorded on film and are offered under Hechanical Engineering and 

Surgery course numbers. In addition, an ongoing biomedical engineering 

seminar series has been in operation for several years under the sponsor

ship of Surgery, Iviechanical Engineering, and Chemical Engineering. 

Health Computer Sciences and Neurology also sponsor seminar series. 

Finally, a new course in biomedical instrumentation will be offered 

Winter, 1972 in Electrical Engineering. 

The courses listed above are clearly few in number although their 

development in the absence of the encouragement of a formal degree 

program is a healthy sign. To supplement them, those students pursuing 

1iot:ugi neer·ing programs have selected courses from among the large 

number of suitable regular departmental offerings. In Appendix VI, 

the courses presently available which have been or could be used in a 

biomedical engineering program are listed. 

Nati.ppal Status ancl Future pf ~i_QIDggJqal Engineering 

There are a number of indications of the extent to which biomedical 

engineering has established itself nationally as a viable field. There 

are at least four periodicals which deal exclusively with biomedical 

engineering research(4) plus a host of others in a variety of related 

(3) Biomedical Engineering, A compendium of Research Training Programs 
supported by the National Institute of General Medical Sciences, 
September, 1969. 

(4) IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering; Medical Research 
Engineering; Hedical and Biological Engineering; Biomedical 
Engineering. 
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fields such as artificial organs~ biorheology 9 biochemical engineering 9 

etc. A recent document issued by the National Institute of General 

Medical Sciences lists 146 universities with active interest in bio

engineering and points out that the list is incomplete. N!tMS alone 

supports programs at 18 schools at a total cost of $1.5 million. 

These programs involve 220 trainees and have an anticipated output 

rate of 35 to 45 doctorates per year. Dr. James Dickson 9 Director of 

Engineering in Biology and Hedicine, NIGMS has estimated that approxi

mately 50 additional Ph.D 1 s per year can be absorbed in the field of 

biomaterials alone(5). The Biomedical Engineering Society, which is 

only two or three years old, listed 323 members as of Harch, 1970. 

In what research fields are bioengineers working? All of the 

answers to this question are not available as yet, although it is not 

for lack of effort. A number of panel discussions have been held, 

recorded, and published; studies have been underwritten by federal 

and state agencies; review articles have been vrritten. All the evidence 

points to a field still seekinr its limits. For example, a comprehensive 

review article by Stark et ~· 6 ) divides biomedical engineering activity 

into the following categories: Biomedical instrumentation; prosthetics; 

man-machine systems and environmental control; computers and information 

systems; engineering physics; and cybernetics or system science. 

This categorization~ however, reveals the bias of the reviewers who 

have strong backgro~nds in electrical engineering. It lumps under 

nengineering physics" a variety of activities that can themselves 

provide the basis for an alternative categorization. It also ignores 

the active, well-established bioengineering activities associated 

with the fermentation, food, and drug industries as well as those 

associated with agricultural engineering. In many ways, these older 

activities represent the earliest and stablest interaction of engineer

ing and biology. Keller and Tsuchiya in an earlier article(?) stressed 

( 'i) L. Stark and G. Agarwal 9 Eds., "Biomaterials
9 

rr Plenum Press
9 

N.Y., 1969~ p. 209. 

(6) L. St~r~, R. Arzbaecher, G. AgaTI~al, J. Brodkey, D. P. Hendry and 
tf. ov J:Je1ll, "Status of Research in Biomedical Engineering, IEEE 
Transactions on Biomed. Eng., BNE-15, 210-231 ( 1968). 

(7) K. H. Keller and H. H. Tsuchiya 7 ';Bioengineering, a Chern. Eng. Prog. 
61, 60( 1965). 
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this interaction of the basic engineering sciences, or engineering physics, 

with various fields of biological research from molecular biology to 

artificial organs and pointed out the potential of engineering analysis 

to provide unifying thematic elements among th2se classically disparate 

fields of biological research. Others( 8 )have distinguished between 

those activities oriented toward analysis and those oriented toward 

synthesis or design. However, these attempts at definition are important 

only insofar as they illustrate the potential breadth of the field. 

As one might expect, particular institutions tend to concentrate 

on one or another aspect of bioengineering. Host instiutions have 

developed interactions between electrical engineers and biological 

scientists. These collaborations involve instrumentation for a variety 

of medical research areas as well as investigations into specific 

neurophysiological problems. The situation at Minnesota is relatively 

unique in this respect in that the earlier collaborations involved 

chemical and mechanical engineering. Since the electrical engineering 

involvement here has been growing of late~ Hinnesota is in a position 

to offer a more balanced program than that generally available. 

Career opportunities in biomedical engineering are also in a state 

of flux. At the present time, the greatest number of biomedical 

engineers are employed in universities; about half in medical school 

appointments and half in engineering school appointments. A review of 

the membership list of the Biomedical Engineering Society reveals the 

following distribution for those members ~vho clearly identify their 

plac@ §f employment: Non-medical school faculty, 98; medical school 

facultys 97; private research institutes or companies, 41; hospitals, 

28; government, 22. A shift toward private industrial and hospital 

employment opportunities will be necessary if the field is to be able 

to absorb Ph.D 1 s at a steady rate and, indeed, there are many who predict 

such a shift. Nevertheless, it is realistic to recognize that, at 

(8) E. Salkovitz, L. Gerende and L. Wingard, Eds., 11 Dimensions of 
Biomedical Engineering, 11 San Francisco Press, Inc., 196'8. 
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least for the next few years 9 the distribution of job opportunities will 

probably be similar to the distribution given above. 

The Need for a Graduate Program in Biomedical Engineering at Hinnesota. 

In revim.ving the existing biomedical engineering effort at Hinnesota 9 

as outlined above 9 several important factors Here noted which may be 

summarized as follm-rs: 

1. In terms of research 9 the program is healthy and thriving. 

Because its growth was unconstrained by preconceived notions with 

respect to the directions efforts should take, it has achieved a diver

sity not evident in many of the programs at other institutions. 

2. The combination of breadth of activity and lack of any central 

organization has begun to have the adverse effect of hampering communi

cation among the faculty and students 'tlrorking in the field. This lack 

of communication has limited effective coordination of seminar series 9 

effiCient exchange of information on the need and availability of 

relevant courses 9 and 9ositive stimulation for the development of inter

disciplinary courses to fill certain gaps in training. 

J. The present system of granting advanced degrees through 

individual departments is adequate for the training of many students 

whose interest in the field is peripheral or is strongly centered in 

one sub-discipline. Ho"rever, biomedical engineering is achieving a 

status of its own as evidenced by-_ the creation of a biomedical engineering 

society and the increase in the number of career opportunities for 

biomedical engineers, per se. vJhile the present system might accommo

date the more generalized training required for a truly interdisciplinary 

degree 9 it is not well suited for it. Moreover, the system has not 

resolved the problem of providing appropriate information to potentaj_l 

students who do not initially approacb the University through a parti

cular depar·Lrnrm+ . .qnrJ, in f::lct, such students may be discouraged by the 

need to do so. 
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4. The lack of an interdisciplinary administrative ::5b:t·u~;t..u.n:: aw.J.' 

consequently, a clear identity wit.bin the University, has markedly 

increased the difficulty of obtaining support for traiulng programs 

in biumedl.cal Angl.IJeer1.ne:. 

In view of these factors, the 1...c:t.:>1{ :rt.Jl.vc· iG of' the opinion that 

the University Hould benefit substantially by instituting a graduate 

degree granting program in biomedical engineering. Such a program 

would provide increased flexibility in biomedical eng"\..neering training 

and clearer identity for the existing biOin·~di c::~.l engincurlng nct.ivities. 

Th8 pr(Jgram ::>hould he designed to vrovi..de primari.ly for the needs of 

two types of students: Those with backgrounds in the physical sciences 

who seek broad complementary training in the biologi.cal sciences; and 

those with backgrounds in the bi_ological sciences who seek in depth 

training in the engineering sciences. We believe that this type of 

training can be ryrovided only in a full Ph.D. program and therefore 

we rceormncnd that program majors be limited to Ph.D. candidates. 

Those students whose interest in the field complementary to their primary 

one is more limited can be well served by the existing modes of graduate 

education in bioengineering which, of course, would be continued and, 

in fact, improved by the additional course offerings which He hope will 

be stimulated by the new program. 

A secondary goal of a neTtr biomedical engineering program Hould 

be the provision of a series of short courses designed to acquaint 

persons with peripheral interests in a particular field with some of 

the concepts and the analytical and experimental approaches used in 

the field. Thus, for example, medical scientists concerned with the 

artificial heart program might obtain some insights into fluids mechanics; 

engineers concerned lV"ith developing blood-compatible materials could 

be introduced to the kinetics of clotting; practicing physicians could 

return for refresher courses in instrumentation or in programming. In'l 

short, the aim would be to deal primarily with the problem of communi

cation that exists between collaborating scientists of disparate back

grounds. A program of such courses would not lead to a degree, but 

'tfould simply be arranged to meet the needs of an individual 1-1ho might 

very well be enrolled in an existing degree-granting program. In all 

Hkeli.hood, a series of such short courses could be recorded and stored 
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in a film library. Indeed, some have already been prepared under the 

auspices of the Surgery-Hechanical Engineering training grant. 

Since research in biomedical engineering is an ongoing activity, 

the existing library holdings are adGquate and it is not anticipated 

that the creation of this program will require any additional research, 

administrative, or faculty office facilities. The paperwork for the 

operation would require one quarter-time secretary, or approximately 

$2000/year. 

Although we expect that once the program is well established it 

Will be possible to obtain training funds, it will be somewhat limited 

in its early growth by the availability of fellowship funds. Therefore 

we recommend that the Graduate School provide two fellowships for students 

., entering thi_s program to aid it in becoming established. This direct 

student aid would cost approximately $9000/year. 

Structul:'e _fQr a ,Ph.I>.n P_r9_ttram in piomedtcal Engineering. 

In view of the successful patterns of biomedical engineering 

research already established at the University, the committee believes 

that a highly structured and centralized organization for the proposed 

program is neither necessary nor desirable. Therefore, we recommend 

that biomedical engineering be established as an interdisciplina~; 

program under the administration of a subcmnmittee composed of representa

tives from the graduate faculties of the several colleges involved in 

the program. A reasonable distribution of representation on this sub

committee might be the following: 

College of Biological Sciences 2 

College of ~edical Sciences 2 

Institute of Technology J 

This particular distribution should be viewed as a guide rather 
than a rigid fonnula. 
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One of these seven representatives would serve in the multiple role 

of Chair,man~ A<imissions Officer, and Director of Graduate Studies for 

Bioengineering. This person would be responsible for the day-to-day 

administration of the program, particularly ~vith respect to correspondence 

with prospective students, liaison with individual deuartments and 

divisions~ recommendations with respect to graduate student oral committees, 

etc. The entire biomedical engineering subcommittee would be responsible 

for policy decisions. Since the program spans the areas of responsibility 

of several of the Graduate School Unit Committees~ it is proposed that 

the subcommittee also assume the responsibility for determining the 

Unit Committee to which individual student programs should be assigned 

for review and approval. 

In determining the size and composition of this proposed subcommittee, 

the task force was concerned with achieving an appropriate compromise 

between the need to assure adequate representation and the practical 

size of an effective operating group. Since the total number arrived 

at is far less than the number of faculty interested in this program, we 

suggest that the subcommittee membership.'' be rotated, using staggered 

three-year terms to insure continuity. The entire biomedical engineering 

committee would be composed of all of those members of the graduate 

faculty approved as thesis advisors to biomedical engineering majors. 

To establish this committee initially, we propose that the subcommittee 

appointed by the Dean of the Graduate School determine which members 

of the graduate faculty have an interest in becoming advisors and, in 

consultation with the Dean, select from among that group those who 

are actively involved in biomedical engineering research. Subsequently~ 

the subcommittee may, by majority vote, add to the committee those 

faculty members who request membership. If; a majority of the subcommittee 

does not support the candidacy of the faculty member requesting committee 

membership, the matter should be referred to the entire committee for 

action where, again, a majority vote is required for approval. We 

hope that such a procedure will encourage the individual collaborations 
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which have contributed to the breadth of the present biomedical engineer

ing activity while» at the same time, exercising sufficient control to 

assure a program of high quality. 

It is our present view that biomedical engineering be offered as 

either a major or a minor program at the Ph.D. level and as a minor 

program at the H.S. level. For Ph.D. majors, the aim should be to 

achieve a balance between broad, generalized training in fields cross

ing the barrier» real or imagined~ between the biological and engineering 

sciences and in-depth, specialized training in one particular discipline. 

Thus~ a student choosing · a biomedical engineering major should select 

a particular department or division (as opposed to a supporting program) 

for his minor. Normally s this department ·hrill be the one closest to 

his undergraduate training and/ or the one in 1..rhich his thesis advisor 

holds an appointment. As a practical matter, this choice of minor 

department is important because, at least at the start, when little 

separate funding for biomedical engineering may exist, financial sup

port will come through individual departments; in particular, ·through 

the·, department'· which .tl)e. student selects for 'his minor~ · "· :·. 

Based on the interest in this program expressed by graduate students 

presently enrolled at the University and inquiries received from prospective 

students, we anticipate that approximately 5 students per year would 

elect to major in it and approximately 10 students per year would 

select minor programs in biomedical engineerj_ng. 

Course requirements for a Ph.D. major program would normally consist 

of at least the following: 

1. rhne credits in each of three departments other than his 

minor department. At least two of these departments should be in 

a college other than that of his minor. 

2. Eighteen credits in his minor department with at least 

nine of these in 8000 series courses. 

J. Six quarters of registration in an approved biomedical 

engineering seminar series. 
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4. Development of profic:i.ency in French, German~ or Russian or 

completion of an approved alternative program. This requirement is 

intended to provide some latitude to the student and his advisor. 

Since all programs·wtll be subject to the approval of the biomedical 

engineering subcommittee~ exceptions to the above general pattGrn would 

be possible on an individual basis. Hmvever, in all cases it should 

be borne in mind that the puFpose of a major in this field is to provide 

more breadth of training than that possible with a major in a specific 

department. 

For a Ph.D. minor program, the following would be required. 

1. Eighteen credits in courses outside the major. The particular 

course programs would be approved on an individual basis by the Director 

of Graduate Studies. 

2. Three quarters of registration in an approved biomedical eng

ineering seminar ser;_es. 

For an l1.S. minor program, a student t.rould be required to take 

12 approved credits in two departments other than his major department •. 

Re must also register for an approved one-year biomedical engineering 

seminar series. 

From our review of the courses presently offered at the University, 

it appears feasible to construct acceptable programs for each of the 

above categories at the present time. The existing courses which could 

be utilized are listed in Appendix VI. We note, "however, that there 

are deficiencies which could be remedied as the program develops. 

The greatest \-J"eaknesses are in the restricted number of sui table courses 

in the engineering sciences for students with backgrounds in the 

biological sciences. Aside from the one-year sequence in Chemical 

Engineering and the filmed courses in Hechanical Engineering~ there 

are virtually no courses designed to relate engineering to the biological 

sciences. This problem will be alleviated in part by the development 

of ne11-r courses now in the planning stage, (including an instrumentation 
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course in Electrical Engineering). It will also diminish somewhat if 

the trend in undergraduate biological science curricula continues to 

provide more mathematical training so that students coming from such 

programs have the background to register in some of the existing engineer

ing sequences. 

There are similar, though not as critical deficiencies in the 

availability of courses in the basic biological and medical sciences. 

Here, an important contribution could be made by the addition of general 

survey sequences in biology and physiology of somewhat different direction 

from the existing freshman biology and medical physiology courses. 

These sequences could prepare engineering students to take some of the 

more advanced and specialized courses which presently ex'ist and have pre

requisites too extensive to fit most programs. Fortunately, there are 

certain courses in the catalog now which, while not ideal, do serve this 

purpose. 

To illustrate how suitable programs could be constructed from the 

existing course offerings, the task force has prepared some sample Ph.D. 

programs which are given below. t'h.D. minor programs and H.S. minor 

programs can be constructed from subsets of the courses shown~ 

Ph.R" _wi.tb __ da iqr in 3i.omedical Engineering 

A. Chemical Engineering Background 

1. Hajor 

EioC ,.:5741, :5742 
BioC 5748 
BioC 5522 
Biol 5051, 5055 
G C B 5082 
Phsl 5105 
Phsl 8210 
Phsl 8230 
Zool 5066 
Zool 5104 

Courses 

General Biochemistry 
General Biochemistry Laboratory for Ch.E. vs 
Biophysical Chemistry: Structure 
General Physiology 
!Iembranes and Interfaces 

Cardiovascular Physiology 
Selected Topics in i)ermeability 
Transport ?rocesses in Biology 
Histology 
Comparative Animal Physiology 

Credits 

6 
2 
4 
5 
3 
4 
3 
2 
5 
5 
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2. l'1inor 

ChEn 5751~ 5752~ 5753 
ChEn 8101 

ChEn 8004~ 8005 

3. Seminar 

M E 8485~ 8486~ 848? 

15 

Biological Engineering Analysis 

Intermediate Fluid i'1echanics 

Physical Rate ?rocesses 

Biomedical Engineering Seminar 

Total 

9 

3 
6 

9 

66 credits 

B. Chemical Engineering Background 

1. Major 

C E 5501 

C E 5505 
BioC 5741, 5742 
BioC 5748 
GCB 5022~ 5025 
GCB 5062 
GCB 5082 
Aic B 5105 
Hie B 5321, 5322 
Hie B 5612 

2. Hinor 

ChEn 5751~ 5752~ 5?53 
ChEn 8101 

ChEn 8004, 8005 

3. Sem:i_nar 

M E 8485, 8486, 8487 

Sanitary Engineering 2robs; Water 3 

Sewerage, Waste Water Treatment 3 

General Biochemistry 6 

Gen'l Biochem. Lab. for Ch.E. 0 s. 2 

Genetics and Genetics Lab 5 
Cellular Regulation 3 

Hembranes and Interfaces 3 

General Microbiology 4 
Physiology of Bacteria and Lab. 5 
Ecology of Soil i'Iicroorganisms 4 

Biological Engineering Analysis 

Intermediate Fluid l'1echanics 

?hysical Rate Processes 

Biomedical Engineering Seminar 

Total 

9 

3 
6 

9 

65 
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C. Electrical Engineering Background 

1. Hajor 

ChEn 5751, 5752, 5753 
G C B 5012 

G C B 5062 

G C B 5082 

Phsl 8100 

?hsl 8104 

Phsl 8216 

2. Hinor 

E E 5550, 5551, 5552 

E E 8170, 8171, 8172 

3. Seminar 

Neur 8240 

Biological Engineering An::~lysis 

Cell Biology 

Cellular Regulation 

t1embranes and Interfaces. 

9 
2 

J 

3 
Human Physiology 8 

Neurophysiology 7 
Selected Topies in Neurophysiology J 

Non-linear Circuit Analysis 

Fluctuation Phenomena 

9 

9 

Neuroengineering Research Seminar 13 

Total 

D. Electrical Engineering Background 

f1 E 5200 

M E 5240 

ME 5244 

Phsl 8216 

Phsl 8211 

Phsl 8212 
"::' '·~-.- . ; 

Ehsl 821~ 

VAna 5120 

VAna 5791 

1. Major 

v p 1:' 51')0. '1160' 51.70. '1180 

Advanced Analysis 

Creative Engineering 

Vibration Engineering 

Selected Topics in Permeability 

Selected 1opics in Heart and. ;·c · 
Circulation .. , · r' . . r . r:,• 

SeleQtcq Topig~ in Respiration 
_,•· -- \,., .• ..:...- - { . 

Selected Topics in Alimentary 
Physiology 

3 

3 

3 

J 

. ,..J "'"'."' .J., ' 

3 
Essentials of Vertebrate Development 
and Structure 3 

Topics - Organology 

Animal Physiology 
3 

11 
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2. i·hnor 

E E 5700 
E E~,5?:50, 5731 
E E 5753 
E E 5851~ 5852 

3. Seminar 

M E 8485 ~ 8486, 8487 

17 

Information Theory and Coding 

Systems Analysis and Optimal Control 

Linear Stochastic Systems 

Digital Computer Systems 

Biomedical Engineering Seminar. 

Total 

E. Hathematics Background 

l. l'1ajor 

B Phy 5155, 5156, 5157 
Phsl 8100 
Phsl 5105 
Pub H 5330, 5335 
?ub H 5340 

2. l'linor 

Pub H 5430~ 5431, 5432 
Pub H 5433, 5434, 5435 

.?ub l1 8415, 8416, 8417 

3. Seminar 

Biophysics 

Human Physiology 

Cardiovascular Physiology 

Epidemiology 

Epidemiological Survey Nethods 

Biomedical Computing 

Computer Hethodology~ Delivery of 
l·.ealth Care 

r1athematical Biology 

B Phy 5138 Joint Biophysical Sciences Seminar 

Total 

3 
6 

3 
6 

12 

68 

9 
8 

4 

6 

3 

9 

9 

9 

9 
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F. Public Health Background 

1. Hajor 

I3 Pby 515 5, 5156 ' 51:57 
ChEn 5751, 5752. 5753 

Hath 5211 

!'Iath 5506 
Hath 5162 

Hath 5567 

2. Hinor 

Pub H 5430, 5431:~ 5432 

Pub H 5450, 5455 

Pub H 8405, 8406:1 8407 

3. Seminar 

BPhy 5138 

Biophysics 

Bin-iogical Engineering Analysis 

Determinants, ~iiatrices 

Differential Equations 

liathematical Logic 

Fourier Series, Boundary Value 
Problems 

Biomedical Computing 

Biometry 

Adv. Topics in Health Computer 
Science 

Joint Biophysical Sciences Seminar 

Total 

G. MechanjP.al Engineering Background 

1. Hajor 

BioC 5001, 5002 Introduction to Biochemistry 

BioC 5748 Gen. Biochem. Lab for Ch E1 s 

ChEn 5751~ 5752, 5?53 Biological Engineering Analysis 

ChEn 8101 Intermediate Fluid riechanics 

Phsl 5116 Biophysical Approaches to ?hysiology 
Phsl !\] 00 Human Physiology 

9 

9 

3 

3 

3 

3 

9 

15 

9 

9 

72 

8 

2 

9 

3 
4 

8 

X 
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2. Hinor 

HE 5650~ 5651~ 5652 
H E 8330, 8331 9 8332 
ME 8310 9 8311 

3. Seminar 

19 

Principles of Particle Technology 

heat Transfer 

Advanced Thermodynamics 

Biomedical Engineering Seminar 

Total 

H. Surgery-Eedical Background 

1. llajor 

Filmed ll E course 

Filmed Ml :E course 

Filmed 1I E course 

ChEn 5751~ 5752~ 5753 
Hath 5506 
i1at S 5610 

P Med 8211 
Phsl 5109 

Phsl 5570 
Phsl 8211 

2. rhnor 

Surg 8202 
Surg 8203 

3. Seminar 

.~llt"g PM3'io Rh8f., Bl!u't 

Fluid iiechanics for i1Jon-Engineers 

Heat Transfer for !Jon-Engineers 

I"l::: ss Transfer for Non-Engineers 

Biological Engineering Analysis 

Differential Equations 

Polymers 

Electronics 

Systems Analysis for Biologists 

1·1ethods of Analysis 

Selected Topics in Eeart and 
Circulation 

Research 

Surgery Complications, Research 
Conference 

Biomecl ~.cal Engineering Seminar 

Total 

9 

9 
6 

9 

67 

3 

3 

3 

9 

3 

3 
2 

3 

3 

3 

25 

9 

9 

75:' 
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Appendix I 

Letter of appointment detailing the task force'• responaibilitieso 
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UNJ.\'LRSII'i Or' it /inne C,l"\-f-n .J y ~" 1.- /Jl/ vLv 

-------------------------------~--·------ -------------~. 

C&ADVATE SCiiO'!lL •JOHNS1'0N HALL • WISNJ.:,U'I)LlS. Att,.;NESOTA. SHH 

Octobet· 9. 1969 

Prof(.:ssor P~rr:y Blackshear 
Ur?a rtr.~.-:~:-tt f•f N0('l•P.Pi~i!.J F.!"·rinet:'r:i. '"!f; 
l13 Mech&nic~l ~ogin~ertng 
!:Ps t l::ank C<lmpus 

Dear Professor Blackshear: 

the pr~sent activities by varlous groups at t~c Universit) in th~ 
areas of bio-engint•ering and bic-mc<!ical cngin~ering have deve l
oped: in the main, spontaneously fr~ the mutual interests of 
certain faculty and graduatt: students. Viewed as a wholeJ our 
activity is healthy, thriving, o.nd not with.:>ut recognibon by 
many lvhose judgr:.ent we value. There may therefore be an under~ 
standable reluctance by some to formalize what is nol-i operating 
successfully in an informed l-lay. 

SQme of the faculty activt· in this area ht.'.li.f've, hc~Wever. that 
our present structure and prt~e~~=cs, w~ilc undoubtedly actractiv~ 
:in •Ntnv J".f•spr.:-~t:o} i':lay lack focus when vicwt'!d gener~lly ft·c.tr. out·· 
side che University. This would b~ true of graduate studcnt3 
contcmpls ting ad\·anced study in these areas, research workers 
and scholars not presently in the ntainstream of these ac tivi tics, 
.1.md to a certain extent the various sovernrnent agencies and priv<'.t<' 
f:.:·nrdo.1:lm.:.s t-Jho closely folJow _.1nd in ~O!l.1t' 5n~::tvn.:cs s:-.c0;\\.ago;; 
and sup11<.n:t prog.t::.;;.ruo 1n tht! •• :.:t~.;;.s of hi.o-en~lneen.ng and ~ir;

medica 1 engineerL1g. 

It st?ems appropriate at this time to ask a committee of tne 
faculty active in and concerned about the development of these 
areas to careflllly review and evaluate the pn:s~:·,t status of 
graduate degree programs in bio~eo.gineering and bio-medical en
gineering. Findings and recomm~ndations based on this review 
and evz.luation stwu ld bt> tep,)rtcd to the Dean of the Graduate 
School for di.scl'ssion i.n the E.ro:tp comrr.ittces and action by the 
Ex0cutiv.:· Cor:vniU.-·c of the Graduate School. Professor Keller. of 
the OepJr~wnt of Chemic~l Engineecing has consent~d to act as 
chai rrnan of tho;- <:or..rnf tte~; cth~r r.J<:mbcrs and thed r d~pdrtmeutal 
nffil1ations are given on an atr~ched page. 
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. ~ .. l ·. ,. 

; . ll·idl :_ '· n,; t u l'. ·~:t.: :> .. rv :.nt-· ~.nd ~~;·.~:t·J. ·u: { :~g a.~. :-- .. _. ; 

t.t!:<o(ltJlt:•.', Ot C>;;r y\ ('$E'nt 3l!it116P.!;Ii.'1\l1) B~i pC..~Si t.;~. £1·,1: •.· fl.: e <\:<: 

other points I rais{! fot you.r cor.si<!·~;ation <1t tle c:.t,;.;. !; .. _. 
ftr~t ;:·(·!;Cf"'Y-~"J~ t~~c f!.t:'-~"lC1.til r('-::(ldrt>r"".f'YitS f\~r ,,··~t.3~·)1 :~l-·\· :: .:·' 
nu:'~-'1...';· t; ~1t, g·l di.• lt:~·: fill.:rf:(· prr,.;r:~rc1~1~ .. ill bit.:. ( ~~r. ; . ~ ;.·~ . · 

•. ~ . 

very :li•ntf·d c·tl t:J· prt:se:;: and ft.:·r the rHxt v,.' _}el'l!>. ·:·• 

~J~er€~ e~c 3. n:n~-~·;·-~r of ~-o~·tr, ( ~-f~.g c!ettu~s ag.:~i:·;.';!_ f.:''-r·t.~."1 t~:!·~ ~--- .. ~ ,.~ 
f.;m:l:'-. "11: tl,is s'tuati.or,, ~d~.J·:>m $~~6gcsts th.'li r,,'(! '· lll hr: ,1·~-lc 
~Mlu: ral;ir1 pu:~>.:css in ar.Unt .:m yo•H· t!:'co,:.;-:-:.:·;•;:!a~\·.·.;, if r:•';' ·.'<'' 
h.;- tni.ti«l.i._, i•·>.p;!.':·!'ntl"d \d!.h~•clt sign:f1ca:~~- invest:··:->,t t.·f l.'c.J 
't-·~ t·~:: f t y ~'J-:'" 5t'/~.l. l t ~3" 

,.,,p S'-·> •:d ~~;.it.~ 1s on£. c·f pl.•;ccLitt:. Han; 'J• .. >~ (.f d t' ·:. ,., 

~it.y h:t'''- tutd.c,ll;..·r~ or progran daveinpment' cc··.~!tltt<f: rt'~;) ·r•t:',;• 
~t;;r &''j(\i.ng ,~Xi"lli!'g r.;: de!J.f?,Pi7t3 !:1.(>1'1 J,HCp,ram.~ i.Jf 1!!!,·.~:.-. ·•· t~ •. 

! . .,..;~;;}-.;,.. ~ .. t ... 

·.-:· ::-:·t f·)r sth:t:. g1 oo.ps it .. t ol-;n:·:(~ vi. ;,, ...... ..- .... L .. "'. ~, ... ~ . .--~ . .,. 

.-. ••.• 1-::. ... , .:.~ prc·v.-: 1nu~ua1ly p~oi.\ tab> 

w~ Jlf>~Hu:Latt: _ycur willtngH·s~. lO accrp!. Uli.!> B::sigr.··· ~H F.'" 

t.houtd th~ Gr;o.d,•a:e :~.cfl('C;l at ~:tny tir:1: be 1:':,; t- 1 ,, a •. :. •.: )' l., 

yc·u i ,., t h?. v <.; y >.ca. t ft, t \.J n Pb :: . .lt. tii<:· h rs ~ :.c.·:. : :.g, \,': , , ·c-~. 
fnt'"\.Ja.td co rt:Ct'i·vint:: )·(l~.~r fin'-~lt"£S a11(i rc_.~·n:~~-.~ : 1t:i::. ~. for t~ c.:~ 
tmportaat., acti\Je o~~.n.·as of grad .. Jltf' study l:!.i!d ;t<t:1.rc··;, 

(:f' : ,,!f". ~. ' iJ.., 

!Jr. fl.. p, ,, 

Dr. R. s8 
ur. \~. .l. . 

i . .'h.f:B t c:: 
Howu:i 
(~alde,~fJtt 
,. 

Ttd ... ~ p .) . 

S 1 nc t! rt~ ly • 

Warren F.. lbc>lc 
Ass\.'IC 1a t.E> nf'.:l ·~ 
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Appendix III 

Activities of the ~an's Advisory Coaaittee for Bioengineering. 
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· · • ··t····· .,.. --,-, ~ .• --NNt;<:-(/~"A 
~!.:..:..: ~·~-~?..·!~.~---~-.:.:.-."-!.~ ... ~-L-.!t-~-----... --... ------.. ---·--·--~.' ------ -· .... ··-~---- - .. --· ... --. 

ln~t.~ ··utc or '.fccn.r,oJ.c;.;y 
Office of the 1\t=;soc.:iate Dean 

february ~l~ 190G 

TO: .Pr.ofessol's Rosenoer~~ Bla~l<.shear, 
Fred..o."'j-~kson, Kellr.?r and Wilson 

FHOM; frank Vet·bl"ltggc 

J sh.:mld like those indiviuuals: -(·-r:_ .. ·. '';r," ·· ".;~1:-::::.tt:.: · 
u c<.>:11f!'l.ittce, advisory tn the Of~·.:_,::;· r . .._ ·':> 2 ::_. :<·.:tel::~_: 
t!1e UGVe.lopmen1: of programs ane :.-:v~.-~~·--:: in '·'i•' ''<:.J j1·~c··. --:_: 
<lepartl'1Hmts of IT which relate ~-o 'i.:!~c ;;i.cl'J.:.:.:c · ~ :;c:i.L'r :.:.·· ·• 
~ l·ia"r a~ked F1•eurickson to se•:··:::: :-:_:::; ~!ni~.~---~. ''.G~;~;n}_, .. , -~;, 
in additi.Or: \0 his usefulness to UD :>; r: ·.;·~ .. '- .;1_;·:) p:;:'·-~.:lr 
appropz-.iate liaison with the College o:r lU.r ;_ i;,·:: :l_ ~·c·::. j 

Asnong the functions of the cOllt'nittP.t:: v-d.J' h·· · ''" ~, __ i ·· ·: n··: 

(a) 

(b) 

1'o serve as a t•eview com:-nitt~e f,··r· 
:_~~.~~!'!r";'~-'~--·.~.m ~o•r.,.,5t't~~ l'rovidir11.; .':{~~~. !(·'~.l t"lt1 ~ .• , 

·,!I reconr1u:mdat:ions for, <:tll iH~'" (•'JU?"Y:. r. 1 •<~:·c ' : 
.i'I \tthich have a sign::fi.cant {Jr-opon L•),: 

subject matter content (and., spe>1 ·:.i..l:.1.ca.L l. v. 
advice on cou1.·c.es cun·er:.t.ly bcfo~·p lh•.' 1-;.11 

Curriculum COiTVnittef!) . 
('it•/ -..:1:/ 

'l'o p1.•ovicle a.dv)_, .. ·c! on, -!Hili rPcclllf!ll·!,;/p;_ ;.,.,, 

d~Velopment o:{ .f-J.Ci~ :\l:,i(;~-' v.~li:;(l . >•~<-trP ru 
progrwnt-> :in tiw 0~ngjnc:.ec;n~- ·,,;,.~i~~g·: 1rn., , 
example., to offer o.dvJ cP on :n''''''·:t cch )-ll·,·,p·. 
requi:t'(! faci L:.t-: i:. s- ';llppur-t' L n .1 T, , 

: \\ 

-.. ! J. 

t.l!" 

I; 

(c) l'o provide .ld·/.i~•:; ')n ;..~·~'"'PI:·<;ti.Vi·' ·; · 1ry.. ·~~:~:· :· vJ;·,.; o.:. 
l.ntel'<lCp<ll'tr'!t:~nt·;:_ rn··ogt'it:;IS .}' 1.•,:: •:!'!~':; ;,., ::.~:':·;.~-~~.">.~}ogy 
area. 

Ot:he:r- responsi;)J.::~ j_ t: h~ c; ,.n<Jy d.:."."'! ·'.nt '"" ,-_ ·,. •t>-::> ~' .r: :: .. ~. Your 
committee can be :1.f g::.--"'1.•: si>{ni.r.icdt!cr~ i 1 : i:h· C'rderly 
devclopmcm t of !1£.-"'J program .. ; c • 

<!C N. 1(. Arr.umh:on 
r-t c . .. io:·dnn 
A~ '· . ;': i"·: .\ .l.t.tJ ~ l:.: 
•, :.n: ~ s~~t'LLin ,. 

" 
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' .. 

:x:an >· ... \:( rh; .. ·· ~(.~~~ 

1 'l9 M;:. J. :t '~''g:!..--.1!:'~ 7 ::.r.;: 

The dean•fl advts·()l'Y COli\l:.i::J.\-~t, fur ~ht) dcvt'l•>PfTK'f'i. <';{ p.;;~r;t;r-.3 anJ 
c,.,ur~t"lt.\ in t~e cngincHrintr.· bhl'lCY .:~rc:1 ~ ,;nd t~ct~poni3d of Prof.-~.,J·-:·:s 
filackshearf F'redrtckson, J\(, ·; ·. r. ?<Jf;r".nhP.rg 1 .~n-·..' ~.Jilso!l, 11\:•t ()11 M:;,: i 
"hd ad()..,...ed * h"' "(' "l r.w-< t1•' ,. t ._, r, "en' ,r ~.r. 1 ~ •· ., • ._ ,.. . ..,.. .,. 10 J....,.,.A, · L ~· ~ ~· • ..... • .., . ':!r ., . ··,r" 

P.."'i tnt.et'e.st Ln intv.:"l;i~t:..,,i•';;<!'Y r··.··:~r;:~m.J U. Ui<.l Li .. ·)· 
logic&l :.u~dic~l- ent;1.l'l~!~nng 1-!'e-1 .1 ·, ,;uv, !_oplng i.> ~:H::; 

Amcric:m uni.VCl'Ditie!;, i.w .. :ludL~g the 0L1_v,·-rsit,Jo' o!' Ki:•n<' •Ot./1 . 

.A. 11n1que chara~~ted:::tic ;}f Uu:: dcvn·t·)?'~':nt at. ~1nnos.)t:I hae 
tlf':en its breadth i ~tl"0nl; -.,.ud•:·.i ,-r t'(! l;} :.1 rln:;,Li ps h-1 V(: t.Y:~('l'J 

developed betw-t'(·.n va.rL.:.u> .l t' .)-. .. ,l:·r r.•·Jr,bt:rs .~nd faculty tn·:J•! .. 

her8 in Surg<..~ry • Physio ~ :t;J ~ C,y-L-;::ptry~;i.cs ~ :ti ::;~~,JbiuJ ('(;."J, ~ltC, 
The comuri .. ttE.e ~lleve~ th:; t a :;';):r'n:ll prot;r.am ~,o~:1•.d d, ro::t\~id 
this t.tpt~ o! b.r0ad dcvt~1o;··rz:nt '.Ni i_.g u..nd•~f:~ir-~'b!"'. i:ew::tt, 
it beUe·:.res t.hat it nb<;u·: d (·~;, (·t·t·;:.~c any n.:Je:.:>.:L &!~~~ tr, 
etruction 1n ·wh'i.ch tht'; bi..;·1ogJ.{:al '1!','~ H!lgl7H3erl..ng )~~i t::~·cr:-9 

r®Y i.nt..aract to Ul~i:r lllULu,,l ;:.r:n~~ri~ .• 

To ilr•plen~nt tttie r.w., 1-:.y, t.h<:· •"'>l"lm'LttHe i~tl;crH'ltl lo 
proce.,d .a foUt'iW'l' wit.h r·~Dp~~~t \,,.) rw·..; COIH'~e offering:); 

a. It trill lli:lke u~;·:: ,)r it,f;; L.'1'li.ii-'lr1.ty witt• c•rr.tc;;:.., 
co~.tr:;'je offerin~s in t.hc hiCiL>g:o.•,:a.L "'1d Gr:.:;it;e~fri.r•t; ~·~i(>m.:-,~s 
to a~sist in th~> plarminr; Ci.t new ·~;~'ur·se:, a~1d t.; ;u•;;...e e=v:•?;G•~c!t.-

1.\)ns wit.!':, respect t~:.> tht1 ;ll!JClficat.ion rJf proposed cc·urse!4. 

b. It vUl insurf:l that ne\i c::Jl.trsi!<s tl;) not tm••')lve .an~< 
significant dupUeat..1r::n r;.r w:M.>;r~~l r~lnt~ tau,;ht ln "'A:i r,t.lnR: 
CO\U"Sas. 

c. lt will lll.::~u;, ritcv•,,;;,::n..:1:d.\.o;·\:J tc' tb•.~ af!''c-d.ed !;ur
l·iculum co1111ni;~tPf'~ co1v::e:ctJ.lliC. ~-h~· [.iltLiJab:l..l~.t.y of proro:::e-j 
course::~ 1.n thf< 'llght of U1i~c st<Jlt'·w:nt. of ~..oHcy~ 

On May 9, 'the ~·:•mtUi.ttN~ rult td ,_:;,_,n~Ll•<r the- pr,·•(JOE(;d D~"•• coll.r~e, 
Aero 174~ '1Statiatcic&:L PniC'-'''~--~ ~ ;_r. P'i.c,] :)e-;y .. , 1'!14'-!' ,:Ollunittr.P. :Ci.~und t.h:.<t 

(~.) Th~:.r C-t.>un''' 1.1oold ···v·_.-;\'•· r_,_, .,.:_g:lific:mt d1.[.'Hcat:\i'ln ·>f m.lte:ri:~l 
betng taught ~.1''1 ex1 st tnz ···~ ... 

(H.) The cou!·~ .. ~ :~~a.y h:·ir:1 .;( .... , ... ll:IJ.t•:ai!y ::~t;n;:fio:i.<l it::daC.tlons 
between ttl~ b\.o.logi.ca 'i ::u·,•·"· t:r,, l J<:"e!'i!1g sc:i.~r,c:m: .• 

In accord l>lith the .::ol!l;r.ltt.·~., •. , inL{xpr-et; .. ticn of 'Ll>:·!Z" :,~;:'")Qr.3l~iltti..-:.s, 
the COU::TII.:\ t tr•t~ t.be:r.ofut"t:) l'eC(;.)t.li;', 00:1 th;;, t tho ~-:)UC:10 \;.; ,i, ,-.:pTCY\"1.~ ~J t fie 

Engl.neerint; C1.1r:rlc1.:.h,n< Comr;,j_tt1··'· 
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"nl• ~oarw1 tt-eo felt, however, that t.h~ ·t;itlc \fns not do5Cri.ptive, and 
a new title was developed.. Hence, the rlt•scrlpt.te')n of the cou1~so is as 
toll mrs: 

Aero 1 ?4. ];r.Jtr't2P...~ ,P.I.9du~t~R.n nm! 1!i.Q.J.~\~;11 &':l.'ll.~· Review of' 
thermodyn&nics .. Introduction of tho Bolt'£U13nn ... Ehrenfest 
Model. Analysis Of the dyru~mics of tho model With 
~pplication to tho devclo~nt and ~aintenance or struc
ture 1n biolCCic:ll syst.~a. (j cr~ prereq. ME )OA or 
equiy.). 

rt i• u~derstuod that committe~ recomm3ndation ot this course fQT 
appronl will not. preclude developsent or othor biologicall3-orient.ed 
cou.ne1 utna tt..~ce. 

Ml1aab 

ccs tl. R. ja.JICIIJOl1 
R. C .. Jord.\m 
A. F. Spllb!tu 
R. A. Swalin 
P. L. Bla.c'lcsbur 
I. H .. lellel'"~ 
M. D. Roaenbera 
T. A. WUson 

(j,f/.~ 
A. Go I"r«tdrl.okaon 
Aezociate Pro!eaaor and Cha~ 
of' tm¥ i.>&ua"R Mvi8cf:r Coaraldttee 
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Profefieor Richard s .. Swal1n, Cha.ir.nan 
Engin«Jri.'1g Currieulu.m CO!Ilmittee 
Mini~ and Metallurgy 

DocoJnber 2, 1966 

The dean•& ad'dt1oey eommittee for the engineering.biology ~rea 
met on Dec. 2 to consider tho two eourses C.E .. 181 and C.E. 182, "Chemical 
and Biological Aspects of Sanitary Engineering, I and II." Professors 
Maier and Schroepfer of the Cb.r:tl El:l.J;,~'1eerlnR Department wore present at 
the meeting. 

The committee felt that dev~elopment of these courses by the Civil 
Engineerin~ Department could create 3 situation in which biological and 
engineering sciences may int.eract to their nutual benefit. Although there 
i.e some overlap of topics in CuE~ 181 and 182 with existing courses, thio 
is superficial only, and the OOElllllittee felt that C.E. 181 and 182 could 
eomplE<ment such CO'W"ses.. Henco, the cotmnittee approws the two couraes, 
as dee:cribed in the agenda for tha De<.~embar 6, 1966 College of Engineering 
Faculty Meeting. It elso hopea: to eccparat~ with the Civil Engineering 
facult7 developing the8o eom-e;et- 11 ao that the goal of complementing 
exiotinc courses can bs met~ 

AGFuab 

cct Ilaan F. Verbrugga 
frof, P. Blacksheax-
Prof. L.. E. Goc..O!t!<2n 

'·,f'ror .. K .. H. Kelle.t'~ 
.f'll"'f. w. Maier 
Prot~ K, D., Rosenberg 
Fror., o .. J .. Sehrottpf'er 
Prot·.. 'r., A. W:i.l~cm 

· .. 

With best regards, 

A, G .. Fredrickson 
Professor and Chairman of the 
~an9 s Advi3or,y Committee tar 
the Engineering~~iology Area. 
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On the ot.her hand, th0 Committee thought t,ha.t there wer$ some 
disedvontages to part:J.cip9t:i.or:!, th'"H>s :l.1wl::d~: 

t., The Comm:tt~tee is not (:mt.hua::'ustio e.bout the type of study 
which is wanted by tha NAEs wn' t:s it enthusiastic about 
the direction of development of bior11edical engineering 
which seems to be dasir~Zd by i~AE-NIH. The letter solici
ting proposals indicates th~t var; large-scale multidis
ciplinary efforts on ax.trsme1y bzooad problems, but problems, 
on the other hand, whc~21 S<Jh.\tions would have rather 
immedi.ate p:raotical aoplie~t.ions9. particularly in medioinfl 
and public healtht ar"E~ t.hos~ ·:~hich will be nourished. 1.n . 
the opinion of ·the Contiuitt~:~ ··- 11nd this has some basis 
in past experience and axample -- such prograJDs do not 
produce the best results no~ is it even certain that they 
produce the mont. results.. 1'hs aspi!·ations of the 
Committee for the denrelopm.cnt of biomedical engineering .. 
center &l."ound close oooperat:l.on b®tween ir~ividuals from 
different disciplines working on ~pacific problems of 
M\ltual interest, . or teaching caursaa which out across 
boundaries betnen diaaipl:l.:i'IG;!So 

2. The Comittea feels tl'r~:.t :U. tel\nnct write tho initial 
proposal to do a stud.y.. It s.oarot; clear that the individual 
who leads tho ssvsn-month stu.ly r,j\.\St. also be the indiVidual 
who 'ti"Ti tes the initial propcs.a.l. This is becauso the 
initial proposal would crmt)i::~t priltl.Blrlly of a listing of 
peopl'!l and resources tc bl3 devoted to 'the seven-month 
study, and the study leader. would surely want to make his 
own choice:J. The seven-month study would be of University
wide scope, or perhaps of rm even \fl.del" scope involving 
the Un~ versi ty and its SU-:"":')('O'imding community. Such a 
study would have to consid(11.' ex1d,ing inte1-departmental 
and intereolloge relatio:no mad t.cl~t~:\.nistrat.ive str.uctm'es 
and Blake suggestions for ul.tari:ng relations and real'ril.nging 
structu}:'es so as to c:cf.)ate !\~'Y optj.m:um climate for develoP
ment of the anginee:ring-bio}!lfr.Y arld medicine interface. 
11he Conmi t.teo could assist i.n deoiding what the optimum 
climate f'or development. is, but it does r1ot have the 
~uthority or the knowledge of Univsr·sity structures and 
rt1la tions to las.d the stud"!'. ''T( 

T1e Committee did consider S3Vet-:..1 :?nd.i·rlduals who could 
poss:'lbly leb\d the att:dy, bu:t for:' V!f:tious J.·a,;:;ons ra,jected these as 
possibilities. 'fhe conclurdon 'J.ic:z. t:·u;t -,,7"1' sbcllld :!'efer. the matter. btl~k 
to you fo:<- a deoisicn ;l2 to eny l'!J\'t.iv::~' ~.·:::t,:;,,osL Ph,eeo note that 
although lllembar'B of tha Cmmi.tt~~ d,J :;~ot ~'"'-.u~h to 'Laad the study in 
quastion, ths·r "!"!OUld ol v.o~:rr~}.;> be .,.,.-:l.JJ-1.\"'g t,o r,:.s::;t iU~ consultants in 
auch a stttdf ~ 
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;\to:;on~: t~ te F-r\ ~ i (: ~.;,.\~. ~--: (•t :.1\t t..ll' q 1 ;Jf;y 

,, '>0(. i.:tJ t~. P't t) $ ~:.~ s '.~r nf S·.l t~~· t'Y 

.i\.:; ~~·~:late i'roh ·::;:h;l' fl f StH'ge:-ry 

P'rote.it>{IX ~•t Cb!lmlc.al £n.gLUit:IC't'tcq: 

A.118ht.ant P·-z:oh'H>I!i•:·r of He.e.lth CI.J!GfP\Jt'er ScfEn<l:'~s 

Ptofesso-t' of M~c:h.ani.~al tnglneed ng 

Professor of .1\ai.wal S(· ie-m::e 

As,;d.st.;:m.t P·:eofessor of Real th Com·put:ol!'t' Sei.ences 

P-.·ofea~or (I{ lH~try 

Pr~fot•Btmr Physiol'\lgy 

!lt'b.fesSII,)l' of CM!mi<:;e 1 o;;ngi~il!tt-drJ~.~:, 

PI:ofessot Q{ St.1l'gl\!ry 

PrG!e.sao-r, of f:("ology and Btl"lutv~m.al H\111ogy 

AtHiO(: f..;H . ..t! PTofeS'ilti)T (}jt Heal r'h c.,..p<.n·~·l' Sc.t~UC!t.'' 

1\:!'sistd.tal PT{~f;.::no:r flf Sut·~e·cy 

?l"ofessor of NeurolotJ 

Ass.rxi.at.e f'T'ufeuot •'1f Physi~log·)l' 

Pl·,,ff!ssor. of .::•!'m!th',; md Cf.-11 Mc·I~.Y 

Pr·oft!<\iil)t of P l..~p;1"f'S lt.i<l 

t~·c,f . .:-:<~Stlt' •)f Ch·!'lln~•Utl En,gh-.e.•ot:t"f.l.\& .an.J ~,1~Jd~>::·.~r 

Ars:t.IOC.ia toe i"rof.,.ss ()t' c~f E<-ol OSY ..JJ~d Lii!i-;."''d cn.'J r 13' !·rpf;' 

,,· 
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::-\~~·i!'li!'r' 0 J:!Utlt!A }',,, "Qu11.~"1tinr-; Cr,·mtrol 9f a Continuous F~rl!lle'nt.atton~' l'h.J'o• 
1969 c R ., A:d.~ ~ ~dvfsor o 

!;~duit:ette'tj 1-:ic:hael A," "Stcrchastic Analysis of Chemical Re<tctiou with 
Bi.olog:ical Appl:icattons 11 " PhoDo ~ 1970. A, G., Frt~driekson~ advisor, 

H~rd.s., 'William F', ·~ "Defee.u in Surface Crysu.ls/' PhoD ... 1970 Lo E. Scri'\f~n~ 
J.t<ivhot .. 

l.udegl b~ Robei"t A ~ "Hechanbms of 'Eryth-roc:yte Damage in Extraeorpon.al CiT·~ 
.euHs !I" Yh .. D o ~ 19:10~ E, F .. Benstein~ advisor,. 

:;t.i;i.nrltng~ !~ha~les t·~ .,, ''Nierobial C:rowth 1.n 'l'Wn~Substrate Systems," Ph.D·~ 
l9/\L A., r: . .Ft.?dt·idcson and B, M, Tsu\.~hiyac .~tdvl&ors. 

:m'<;, ['.OJ. 11 ~ ''t't'ythroevte=Tu'be Wall r.uteracti.cms i.n Laminar Flow of Blood 
Suspt>ns ion.t' ¥ •• l'h .,n, ~ 1 '970 .. K" H. Kell•r, a•!vlsor ·' 

lln addition co these Pb.,D, theses,. there have been about 30 :tLS, thes~s 
emntol~ted to date" At present 11 about '35 graduate students~ pursuing either 
Y, S .. 'll'r 'Pll .,D. prog-rmos s are engag~d in research of an identtf iably biOtengineerlr . 
Dl!t ture, 
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Coun>e~ presently availftble fol.' bioent;ineerfng program, 

~eN~.._! 

ArtSc: s~314 

B i f.IC 5~ j/4 1 = il•Z·"' 74.3 

BioC 5"' 745~ 746., 74 7 

lHoC 5 .. 748 

lHQC 8 .. 22.5 

Btol .5~051 

f,f'hy ~~13S 

f; 1-'h,-~ 5~155 ... 156~157 

Be.haviora l Phys iolo,ey (3 cr v q{ VPP 5-314 i Zool 
5•314; prereq, 6 cr systemic pbysiol.~ Biol 
.5"'051 or #)" 

lntro to Biochemistry (4 er ea qtr; prereq 
Chen 1· ;J02 ~ #) 

Blophys ica 1 Cheads try: S true ture; energetics 
(4 er, 3 cr. 3 er; pre'l·eq. 2 qrta PChem" BloC 
5=741. 5002 or ~ ) 

Gen Biochemistry {3 cr ea qrt: prereq" Chem 
3,.,303 ~ 1) ... 501 or 5=520 or 17 ~ iJ) 

Gen Biochemistry Lab (3 er ea qtr; prereq 
5~741~742~743, 4 er anal ehem, #) 

Gen Eiochem Lab for Chat and Chem Eng. -jors 
(2 er; prereq. 5·742, 4 er anal chemt f) 

Tracer Techniques {3 cr; prereq. #, 5•743 or 
5-746) 

Gen Physiology (3 er; prereq 3-011, 3·021 8 Phys 
1•060 or } ... 290) 

Gen Physiology Lab (2 cr; prereq 5..,0.51 en: '1J ) 

Seminar; C en Phyaio logy» B 1ophys iea ( ar c:r) ., 

EtopbysieR (3 cr ea qtr; prereq 28 er be~ 
physics~ biol. #~ Phys Cbem~ phys:l.ol rec), 

Engineering Analysis of Biological Syst~ 
(3 CT ea qtr; prereq ~) 

Surface chemistry (3 c:r; pr~req #) 

Physic:ochEIIIic.al lolto thods of Analysb (3 ('t' e11 
.-,rt, pr~r•··q ~1et~l iH"Jrl ..:h.e1n .~~··5011 

Adv A;.1~lytlc:al C~htry I) er ~ pn~r·eq ~hnr: 
8M 1 Che!n~ 5 · ~)01 ) 

Ele.c.trochemical :.;..- rJ,•:>ds of AnAlyfd.8 (4 ~t', 
pr•req 5-120 or 8-101) 

Physical Chetn1etry of Polytnt;:c·s <~ cr·; pn~req 
s" Su3 .u.r· .~· ' 

ri ~. "'Pi1y .-> 1 ~·ltl Pyr:..:'l.O'O.i c ,, . :; • ·c:H: n1 rt~ · , ('. r • ,·, 
~~""'~·~.,~ 5·.,504 ~·. ')31 . t; \ 

r· .r~.f\ i. l -~J f .. , t n.t. 1 fl~ .. - ,_, i. i.~~: ~ ~ -: ... ~} 
·1\)! ... -<~.t r ?·,·.tf. 



1- '"'" ... c E s-sos 

I C E 5•506 

I G C B 5 .. 012 

I 
G C B 5 .. 022 

f. C B 5•025 

G C B 5•052 

I G CB 5·062 

G CB 5•082 

I MatS 5·610 

MdBc 5•100.101 

I MOe 8•217 

I ME 8•485, 486 

MicB 5.i0105 

I MicB 5•216 

I MicB 5•217 

MicB 5·232 

I MicB 5•321 

I 
MlcB 5•322 

MlcB 5 .. 612 

I Neur 8•240 

PMed 8·211 

I PMed 8•212 

Pbs1 5·103 

I Phsl 5·109 

I 
Pbsl 5•116 

Phsl 5·105 

I Pbsl 5·560 

Phs1 S-561 

I 
I 

Sewerage, Waste Water Treatment (3 cr; prereq 
5·500, 5~405 or~). 

Sanitary Engineering Probs (3 cr; prereq 5•505 
or grad) 

Cell Biology (2 cr; prereq Biol 1•002 or 1·051, 
Cbem 1-004 or 20 cr in math, phys sci) 

Genetics (2 cr; no genetics grads) 

Genetics Lab (1 cr; no genetica grads) 

Quant. Techniques, Cell Biology (3 Cl'; prel'eq #) 

Cellular Regulation (3 cr; prereq I) 

MembrAnes, Intel'faces (3 c:r; prereq #) 

Polymers (3 cr; prereq #) 

Biochemistry (6 cr ea qtr; prereq physics, 
physical, organic chemistry) 

Protein Cbeillistry (3 er; prereq 5•101 or 
5·743; cbem 5•504 or#) 

Biomedical Eng. Seminar (1·3 cr; prereq ~ 
Surg 8oo785; #) 

General Microbiology (4 cr; ~ Biol 3 .. 103 
pre.req. f) 

~nology (3 cr; prereq 5•105) 

Icmu.nology Lab (2 cr; prereq& <r1 5•216) 

Medical Microbiology (4 cr; prereq 5·216, non
med student) 

Physiology of Bacteria (3 cr; prereq 5•105, 8 
cr org chem or biochem) 

Physiology of Bacteria Lab (2 cr; prereq: 11 
5-321, lab course in bact.) 

Ecology of Soil Microorgani8118 (4 c:r; §SoU 
5~612; prereq 5~105, #) 

Neuroengineering Research Str~~in.ar (ar et·~ :p?.\d'•q #) 

Electronics (2 cr) 

Electromyo.graphy (ar cr; prereq #) 

General Physiology (3 cr; prereq 8·100} 

Syste~ Analysis for Biologists (3 cr; prereq 
calc, phys chem or #) 

Biophysical Approaches to Physiology (4 er; 
prereq I) 

Cardiovascular Physiology (4 er; prereq 8•100) 

Selected 'fopic:s in Permeability (ar er; prereqe #) 

Selected Topics in Heart and Circulation (ar cr; 
prel'eq 41) 
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SUMHARY SHEET 

A. Title of Proposal: A Proposed Cooperative Program for Administrators 

B. Submitting Institutions: University of Minnesota and Moorhead State 
College 

C. Type of Institutions: Graduate 

D. Interinstitutional Planning: This program was planned cooperatively 
by the Division of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, 
and Department of Education, Moorhead State College, with the assistance 
of the Dean of the Graduate School, University of Minnesota, and Dean 
of Graduate Studies, Moorhead State College. 

E. Similar Existing or Proposed Programs in the State: No programs 
currently exist in North~.;restern Hinnesota which provide post-H.A. level 
training in educational managereent. Presently specialist certificate 
level training in educational ad~inistration is available only at 
Mankato State College, the University of Minnesota-Duluth, the Uni
versity of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and the College of St. Thomas in 
St. Paul. 

F. Tentative Approval of the Institutions' Governing Board: The proposed 
program has been approved by the faculty of the Division of Educational 
.Adrr.inistration and the College. of Educ~::io:1, U:li.vcrsity of Ninnesota, 
and by the faculty in the Department of Education, Moorhead State 
College. Request for approval is now pending before the Graduate 
Group Committee and the Executive Committee of the Graduate School, 
University of ~linnesota. 

I. General Need: Fewer than 5% of the principals and superintendents in 
Minnesota hold the professional administrators certificate based on 
two years post-baccalaureate education. The need for educational 
opportunities at the post-master's degree level is particularly acute 
in the service area normally considered appropriate for Hoorhead 
State College. This area is represented by the 22 counties found 
in planning regions 1, 2 and 4. The area contains 96 ele~ntary 
and secondary school districts and a total population in 1970 in 
excess of 340,000. 

II. Program Objective: To provide prospective educational administrative 
students from Northwestern Minnesota opportunities to jointly plan 
master's degree and specialist certificate programs so that 1) a 
desirable integrated experience for the student can be assured; and 
2) the respective program requirements of each cooperating institution 
can be fulfilled with a minimum of duplicated requirements. 

III. Content of the Progr~: The master's degree program normally will be 
completed at Noorhead State College. The specialist certificate program 
or sixth-year program pattern requires at least 90 quarter hours of 
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graduate credit: a 45 quar-ter hour master's degree program at Moorhead 
State College and an additional 45 quarter hours at the University of 
Minnesota. The program will be governed by the overall policies and 
procedures of the Division of Educational Administration and the 
Graduate School, University of Minnesota, and the Department of 
Education and Graduate Office at Moorhead State College. Students 
must meet the admissions requirements of both institutions to attain 
eligibility for the cooperative program. 

IV. Number and Type of Students: The primary purpose of the program is 
to prepare ele~entary and secondary school administrators both at the 
pri~cipal and superintendency levels to meet the certification 
requirements of the State of Minnesota. The initial enrollment in 
the program will consist primarily of persons now employed as school 
administrators in Northwest Minnesota. The annual enrollment for the 
initial year is estimated at 15 persons admitted to specialist cert
ificate programs. Beyond the initial year it is estimated that the 
enrollment will increase by increments of one-third until a maximum 
of 25 persons has been reached. 

V. Relationship to Existing Programs: No new degree programs or new 
courses in Educational Administration will be required for the 
proposed program. The Division of Educational Administration, 
University of -Minnesota currently offers programs in Educational 
Administration leading to the specialist certificate program in 
elementary, secondary and general school administration. Moorhead 
State College currently offers a program in elementary school admin
istration at the M.A. level. All courses scheduled to be taught at 
the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis Campus and at the campus at 
Moorhead State College are identical to those currently taught on the 
respective campuses. 

VI. Departments and Personnel Involved in the Program: The Division of 
Educational Administration, University of Min~ta, and the Depart
ment of Education at Moorhead State College are the academic units 
involved in the proposed program. The faculty for the cooperative 
program are regular full-time members of the staff of the Division 
of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, and the 
Department of Education, Moorhead State College. It is not antici
pated that additional instructional staff will be required to staff 
or administer the proposed program. In addition to the instructional 
staff the resources of the Graduate Schools at the respective institu
tions and of the General Extension Division of the University of 
Minnesota will be involved in the provision of support services 
necessary to provide this program. 

VII. Equipment Needed: No additional equipment will be needed on either 
campus to initiate the program or is additional equipment requirem~nt 
foreseen as necessary to the fulfillment of the program objectives. 

VIII. Laboratory and Classroom Facilities: All classes will be scheduled 
to fully utilize classroom space in existing facilities at the Noorhead 
State College and at the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis Campus. 
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In addition, classroom space is available in the public schools of 
Northwest Minnesota as an additional resource for regularly scheduled 
classes as required. 

IX. Library Facilities and Support: Resources of the regular academic 
libraries at Moorhead State College as well as.the Educational Library, 
University of Minnesota, will be used to provide library support for 
this program. In addition the cooperative library program between 
Concordia College, North Dakota State and Moorhead State College will 
be available. 

X. Total Estimated Cost of the Program: No additional state funds are 
requested for this cooperative program. All University of Minnesota 
courses offered on the Moorhead State College campus will be conducted 
through the General Extension Division, University of Minnesota, there
fore must be self-supporting through the pay~ent of student tuition 
and fees. Moorhead State College courses will be offered through the 
normal course offerings and through the normal allocation of resources 
for the Department of Education at Moorhead State College. 

XI. Suggested Sources of Additional Program Funds: Not Applicable 

XII. Involvement in Planning and Program Design: The proposed cooperative 
program for preparation of school administrators at the specialist or 
sixth-year certificate level has been planned in concert by represent
atives of the Division of Educational Administration, University of 
Minnesota, the respective Graduate Schools at Moorhead State College 
and University of Minnesota, and the General Extension Division, 
University of Ninnesota. The program is an outgro"Y7th of the 11Pilot 
Program in Administrator Developrr.ent" now being conducted by the 
University of Minnesota and approved by the Higher Education 
Coordinating Commission in early 1971. 

XIII. Proposed Date for Program Establishment: September 1971 
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A. PROPOSAL FOR A PROPOSED COOPERATIVE PROGRAM FOR ADMINISTRATORS 

B. Submitting Institutions: University of Minnesota and Moorhead State 

College 

C. Type of Institutions: Graduate 

D. Inter-Institutional Planning: This program was planned cooperatively 

by the Division of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, 

and Department of Education, Moorhead State College, with the assist

ance of the Dean of the Graduate School, University of Minnesota, and 

Dean of Graduate Studies at Moorhead State College. Additional liaison, 

as well as information, has been made available through the adminis

trator professional organizations of Northwestern Minnesota. 

E. Similar or Existing or Proposed Programs in the State: No programs 

currently exist in Northwestern Minnesota which provide post-M.A. 

level training in educational management. Presently specialist certi

ficate level training in educational administration is available 

only at Mankato State College, the University of Minnesota-Duluth, 

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and the College of St. Thomas 

in St. Paul. 

F. Tentative Approval by the Institutions Governing Boards: This 

proposed program has been approved by the faculty of the Division 

of Educational Administration and College of Education, University 

of Minnesota, and by the faculty and the Department of Education, 

Moorhead State College. 

I. General Need: 

Fewer than 5 per cent of the principals and superintendents 

in the elementary and secondary schools in Minnesota hold the 
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professional administrators certificate based on two-years 

of post-baccalaureate education. The need for educational 

opportunities at the post-master's degree level is particularly 

acute in Northwestern Minnesota. The service area normally 

considered appropriate for Moorhead State College is represented 

by the 22 county area found in Planning Regions 1, 2 and 4. 

This service area contains 96 elementary and secondary school 

districts and a total population based on 1970 figures of an 

excess of 340,000. 

Since September 1967 new administrator certification require

ments for public school administrative positions in the State of 

Minnesota have been in effect. These new requirements essentially 

provide for a two stage certification process: Upon completion 

of a Master's Degree in school administration, a standard admin

istrator's certificate valid··for two years may be awarded. The 

standard administrator's certificate may be renewed for one five

year period after twelve quarter hours of credit have been earned 

in work on an improved program leading to a Specialist Certificate 

or equivalent degree, Before the eighth year in school administration 

is begun a professional administrator's certificate must have been 

secured. The professional administrator's certificate requires 

minimum preparation of a Specialist or equivalent degree in school 

administration earned in a recognized graduate school. 

In response to the expressed needs of Northwest Minnesota 

educators, a cooperative administrative preparation program will 

be offered by the Division of Educational Administration, University 

of Minnesota, and Moorhead State College. This effort recognizes 
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the need for developing ~ptimum patterns for use of resources and 

recognizes geographic considerations in meeting the need for 

expanded educational opportunities for the administrator's in 

Northwest Minnesota. 

~· Program Objectives: 

To provide prospective educational administrative students 

from Northwestern Minnesota opportunities to jointly plan Master's 

Degree and Specialist Certificate programs so .that (1) a desirable 

integrated experience for the student can be assured, and (2) the 

respective program requirements of each cooperating institution 

can be fulfilled with a minimum of duplicated effort. 

III. Content of the Program: 

The Master's Degree program normally will be completed at 

Moorhead State College. The Specialist Certificate program or 

sixth-year program pattern requires at least ninty-quarter hours 

of graduate credit: a 45-quarter hour Master's Degree program 

at Moorhead State College, and an additional 45-quarter hours at 

the University of Minnesota. Graduate courses offered on the 

Moorhead State College campus by the University of Minnesota may 

be included in the University's program or used to meet the 

requirements for the Master's Degree segment of the program. 

The program will be governed by the overall policies and 

procedures of the Division of Educational Administration and 

Graduate School, University of Minnesota, and the Department of 

Education and Graduate Office of Moorhead State College. The 

University of Minnesota courses offered in Moorhead will be con

ducted in cooperation with the General Extension Division, University 

of Minnesota. 
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Students may enter the program in any academic quarter and 

may apply at any time. Each applicant must submit Miller Analogies 

or Graduate Record Examination Test Scores, copies of transcripts 

of all college work completed to date and completed application 

for admission forms m both cooperating institutions. Students 

must meet the admissions requirement of both institutions: Master's 

Degree at Moorhead State College and Specialist Certificate at the 

University of Minnesota to attain eligibility for the cooperative 

program. 

Number and Type of Students: 

The primary purpose of this program is to prepare elementary 

and secondary school administrators, both at the principal and 

superintendency levels, to meet the certification requirements 

of the State of Minnesota. It is anticipated that the initial 

enrollment in the program will consist primarily of persons now 

employed as school administrators in Northwest Minnesota who have 

already completed the master's degree and desire opportunities 

to initiate a specialist certificate program. The annual enrollment 

for the initial year is estimated at 15 persons admitted to 

Specialist Certificat programs. Beyond the initial year, it is 

estimated that the enrollment will increase by increments of one-

third until a maximum of 25 persons has been reached. A survey 

of practicing administrators in Northwest Minnesota conducted 

during Winter of 1971 indicates the following level of interest: 

SURVEY RESULTS 

Respondents 
Interest in Specialist Degree 

Hold a Master's Degree 
Bachelors Degree Plus 

No Interest 

92 
66 
52 
14 
26 

~ 

I 
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v. Relationship to Existing Programs: 

No degree programs or new courses in educational administration 

will be required for initiation of this program. The Division of 

Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, currently 

offers programs in educational administration leading to the 

specialist certificate program in elementary, secondary and 

general school administration. Moorhead State College currently 

offers a program in elementary school administration at the M.A. 

level. All courses scheduled to be taught at the University of 

Minnesota-Minneapolis Campus and at the campus. at Moorhead State 

University are identical to those currently taught on the 

respective campuses. 

VI. Departments and Personnel Involved in the Program: 

The Division of Educational Administration, University of 

Minnesota, and the Department of Education at Moorhead State 

College are the academic units involved in the proposed program. 

The faculty for the cooperative program are regular full-time 

members of the staff of the Division of Educational Administration, 

University of Minnesota, and the Department of Education, Moorhead 

State College. It is planned that certain staff members in 

Educational Administration at the University of Minnesota will be 

approved for teaching of graduate level courses at Moorhead State 

College and that certain staff members in Educational Administration 

at Moorhead State College will be appointed to the graduate faculty 

at the University of Minnesota for purposes of offering courses 

requisite to this program. 
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This program will be coordinated at the Division of Educational 

Administration, University of Minnesota, by Dr. Van D. Mueller, 

Professor and Assistant Chairman, Division of Educational Admin

istration, and on the Moorhead State College campus by Dr. Charles 

Sloan, Professor and member of the faculty of the Department of 

Education. It is not anticipated that additional instructional 

staff will be required to staff or administer the proposed program. 

In addition to instructional staff the resources of the graduate 

schools at the respective institutions and of the General Extension 

Division of the University of Minnesota will be involved in the 

provision of support services necessary to provide this program. 

VII. Equipment Needed: 

No additional equipment will be needed on either campus to 

initiate the program or is additional equipment foreseen as 

necessary. 

VIII. Laboratory and Classroom Facilities: 

All classes will be scheduled to fully utilize classroom 

space in existing facilities at Moorhead State College and at 

the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis Campus. In addition 

classroom space is available in the public schools of Northwest 

Minnesota which could provide additional resource for regular 

scheduled classes if required. 

IX. Library Facilities and Support: 

Resources of the regular academic libraries at Moorhead State 

as well as the Educational Library, University of Minnesota, will 

be used to provide library support for this program. In addition 

the cooperative program between Concordia College, North Dakota 
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State and Moorhead State College will be available. The Educ

ational Administration Library holdings from these resources 

are deemed to be adequate to offer the courses proposed for this 

program. 

X. Total Estimated Cost of the Program: 

No additional state funds are requested for this cooperative 

program. All University of Minnesota courses offered on the 

Moorhead State College campus will be conducted through the General 

Extension Division, University of Minnesota, and therefore must be 

self-supporting through the payment of student tuition and fees. 

The Moorhead State College courses will be offered through the 

normal course offerings and through the normal allocation of 

resources for the Department of Education at Moorhead State 

College. 

XI. Suggested Sources of Program Funds: 

Not applicable. 

XII. Involvement in Planning and Program Design: 

These proposed cooperative programs for the preparation of 

school administrators at the specialist or sixth-year certificate 

level has been planned in concert by representatives of the Division 

of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, the respective 

Graduate Schools at Moorhead State College and the University of 

Minnesota, and the General Extension Division, University of 

Minnesota. The program is a natural outgrowth of the "Pilot 

Program in Administrator Development" now being conducted by the 

University of Minnesota and approved by the Higher Education 

Coordinating Commission in early 1971. 
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The program design invisioned includes the present Master's 

Degree and Specialist Certificate programs at Moorhead State 

College and University of Minnesota respectively and does not 

require the design of new courses or a new program. It represents 

primarily a facilitating and staff sharing mechanism to provide 

more adequate accessibility to sixth-year level programs to the 

administrators and potential administrators of Northwestern 

Minnesota. In addition, it does provide for better articulation 

in terms of program planning for individual students. 

Consideration has been given to the potential of developing a 

Specialist Certificate program at Moorhead State College. The 

faculty consideration of this possibility has provided sufficient 

discussion so that special notation is made in this proposal to 

effect that at a future date the development of a new Specialist 

Certificate program be warranted due to the demonstrated needs of 

Northwest Minnesota, that the cooperative program would be phased 

and a unilateral program would be designed and operated by Moorhead 

State College. Should an independent program be designed at a 

later date the cooperative experience of this proposed program 

should provide the basis for a much stronger independent 

Specialist Certificate Program. 

XIII. Proposed Date of Program Establishment: 

September 1971. 
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PRELl}fiNARY NOTIFICATION OF A PROPOSED 
COOPERATIVE PROGRAM FOR ADMINISTRATORS 

TO THE MINNESOTA HIGHER EDUCATION COORDINATING COMMISSION 

I. General Need Statement 

Fewer than 5 percent of the principals and superintendents in the 

elementary and secondary schools in l«nnesota hold the professional 

administrators certificate based on two-years of post-baccalaureate 

education. The need for educational opportunities at the post-master's 

degree level is particularly acute in Northwestern }tinnesota. The service 

area normally considered appropriate for MOorhead State College is repre-

sented by the 22 county area found in Planning Regions 1, 2 and 4. This 

service area contains 96 elementary and secondary school districts and a 

total population based on 1970 figures of an excess of 340,000. 

Since September 1967 new administrator certification requirements 

for public school administrative positions in the State of Minnesota have 

been in effect. These new requirements essentially provide for a two stage 

certification process: Upon completion of a Master's Degree in school 

administration, a standard administrator's certificate valid for two years 

may be ~7arded. The standard administrator's certificate may be renewed for 

one five-year period after ~telve quarter hours of credit have been earned 

in work on an improved program leading to a Specialist Certificate or 

equivalent degree. Before the eighth year in school administration is 

begun a professional administrator's certificate must have been secured. 

The professional administrator's certificate requires minimum preparation 

of a Specialist or equivalent degree in school administration earned in a 

recognized graduate school. 

In response to the expressed needs of Northwest Minnesota educators, 

a cooperative administrative preparation program will be offered by the 

Division of Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, and 
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Moorhead State College. This effort recognizes the need for eeveloping 

optimum patterns for use of resources and recognizes geographic considera

tions in meeting the need for expanded educational opportunities for the 

administrator's in Northwest Minnesota. 

II. Program Objectives and Design 

1. Program Objectives: 

To provide prospective educational administrative students from 

Northwestern Minnesota opportunities to jointly plan l~ster's Degree 

and Specialist Certificate programs so that (1) a desirable integrated 

experience for the student can be assured, and (2) the respective 

program requirements of each cooperating institution can be fulfilled 

with a minimum of duplicated effort. 

2. Program Design 

The Master's Degree program normally will be completed at Moorhead 

State College. The Specialist Certificate program or sixth-year program 

pattern requires at least ninety-quarter hours of graduate credit: a 

45-quarter hour Master's Degree program at Moorhead State College, 

and an additional 45-quarter hours at the University of Minnesota. 

Graduate courses offered on the MOorhead State College campus by the 

University of Minnesota may be included in the University's program 

or used to meet the requirements for the Master's Degree segment of 

the program. 

The program will be governed by the overall policies and procedures 

of the Division of Eeucational Administration and Graduate School, 

University of Minnesota, and the Department of Education and Graduate 

Office of Moorhead State College. The University of Minnesota courses 
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offered in Moorhead Will be conducted in cooperation with the General 

Extension Division, University of Minnesota. 

Students may enter the program in any academic quarter and may 

apply at any time. Each applicant must subudt Miller Analogies or 

Graduate Record Examination Test Scores, copies of transcripts of all 

college work completed to date and completed application for admission 

forms to both cooperating institutions. Students must meet the admis• 

sions requirement of both institutions: Master's Degree at Moorhead 

State College and Specialist Certificate at the University of Minnesota 

to attain eligibility for the cooperative program. 

III. Estimated Faculty and Participant Levels 

The Division of Educational Administration. University of Minnesota. 

and the Department of Education at Moorhead State College are the academic 

units involved in the proposed program. The faculty for the cooperative 

program are regular full-time members of the staff of the Division of 

Educational Administration, University of Minnesota, and the Department 

of Education, MOorhead. 

This program l-7ill be coordinated at the Division of Educational Admini

stration, University of Minnesota, by Dr. Van D. Mueller, Professor and 

Assistant Chairman, Division of Educational Administration, and on the 

Moorhead State College campus by Dr. Charles Sloan, Professor and member 

of the faculty of the Department of Education. It is not anticipated that 

additional instructional staff will be required to staff or administer the 

proposed program. 

The primary purpose of this program is to prepare elementary and 

secondary school administrators, both at the principal and superintendency 

levels, to meet the certification requirements of the State of Minnesota. 
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It is anticipated that the initial enrollment in the program will consist 

primarily of persons now employed· as &chool adDdnistrators in Northwest 

Minnesota ~mo have already completed the master's degree and desire 

opportunities to initiate a specialist certificate program. The annual 

enrollment for the initial year is estimated at 15 persons admdtted to 

Specialist Certificate programs. Beyond the initial year. it is estimated 

that the enrollment will increase by increments of one-third until a 

maximum of 25 persons has been reached. 
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UNIVERSITY o.:JV(innesom AUG o- \971 

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION • INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 53455 

August 5, 1971 

Dr. Van Mueller 
Assistant Chairman 
Division of Educational Administration 
225 Health Service Building 
.University of Minnesota 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101 

Dear Dr. Van Hueller: 

The Interim Sub-Committee of the Curriculum Committee met on July 29, 1971, to 
consider the "Proposal for a Proposed Cooperative P,rogram for Administrators" 
involving the University of Minnesota and Hoorhead State College. Also con
sidered by the Interim Sub-Committee was your July 13 letter which clarified 
some of the points that had been raised earlier by the Committee. 

In viewing the proposed program, the Interim Sub-CollJJ.1littee attempted to be very 
careful in making a distinction between the issues which were identified as 
policy oriented and those which were procedural in nature. You will recall that 
this was an important distinction which you identified in your July 13 letter. 
We were also very careful, however, to insure that any procedure-oriented actions 
taken by the Committee would not be de facto policy decisions. 

In the light of t~e aboye, the Interim Sub-Committee acted to recommend condition
al-approval of the Plan. The conditions are as follows: 

1. That we receive a copy of the Graduate School policy for the use 
of the waiver on the limitation of the number of credits accept
able through registration in the Extension Division and also a 
copy of the Graduate School action to grant the waiver for this , 
program. This policy and this record we would like to attach 
to our own Curriculum Committee records. 

2. That we do not endorse,or recommend to the faculty, any program
matic arrangement for offering graduate faculty status to indi
viduals in other institutions. This, we believe, should con
tinue to be considered on an individual basis. 

3. That we are not prepared to establish a College of Education 
policy involving relationships ~vith other institutions in the 
State of Minnesota which may be inconsistent with or iniflical to 
any University policies governing these relationships. Nor are 
we prepared to recommend inter-institutional relationships for 
one unit of the College which may establish policy precedents 
for other units of th2 College. These are matters ':·lhich are 
appropriately considered by the Senate Couh1littee on Institutional 
Relationships and by our mm College of Education Senate. While 
we have no objection to experimenting with a cooperative program 
for administrators involving several institutions, we recognize 
that it includes policy considerations outside of our domain. 
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Dr. Van Mueller -2- August 5, 1971 

4. That courses approved for joint registration clearances not contain J 
any notation indicating Curriculum Committee action that they are 
available for waiver. This is a_procedural question to be admin
istered by the Graduate School as indicated in the Mueller to 
Swanson letter dated July 13. 

The approval recommended by the Curriculum Committee to the faculty will allow 
you to continue making progress along lines described in the Proposal. Need
less to say, there was some unfortunate awkwardness in considering a curricu
lum proposal which had been cleared at the level of the State College Board, 
MOorhead State College, and was on the agenda of the Higher Education Coordi-
_nating Commission prior to its consideration and endorsement at levels that 
are normally regarded as initiatory. 

Gordon I. Swanson 
Chairman 
Curriculum Committee 

GIS:kj 

cc: Dean Bryce Crawford ./ 
Dean William Gardner 
Dr. Clifford Hooker 

·Mrs. Lee Wesson 
Dr. Robert Dykstra 
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A~~ GRADUATE 101)01: 

rkfU-/. 
UNIVERSITY o.:JV(innesotu MAR 6 1972 

Qf6CE Of THE DEAN 

MINERAL RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

March 3, 1972 

Dean Bryce Crawford, Jr. 
Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 

Dear Dean Crawford: 

I presented your letter of February 24 to the Mineral Engineering 
faculty at a meeting yesterday. After due discussion we again 
voted to delete the term "Resources" from both the M.S. and Ph.D. 
degrees. In other words, the name should be changed from Mineral 
Resources Engineering to simply Mineral Engineering. 

Please accept my apologies for stating that the degree read as 
it does 'inadvertently'; I was not aware that the change was made 
in response to a formal request. As it turns out, both students 
and industry strongly prefer the name Mineral Engineering to 
Mineral Resources Engineering and our faculty would like to use 
the preferred term. 

Respect~u~ly~ours, 

_/!feY'~ 
J. E. Lawver 
Director 

JEL:mp 

cc - Charles Fairhurst 
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February 24, 1972 

Profeaeor J. E. Lawver 
Mineral Raaourcea Reaearch Center 
103 MRJlC 
Eaat Bak Cempua 

Dear Profeaaor Lawver: 

Laat Deceaber you Yrote 'to Dean Uein aakina that the dearea 
currently 1mown aa the M.S. in Mineral Reaourcu Eqineeriq 
ahould have ita naae chanaed to read M.S. in Mineral Enai
neerina. Thia vaa referred to the Pbyaical Sctencu P & R 

, C-.ittee, wboae chairman aaw no particular reaaon to have 
atly objectioua. I have no 110b;iectiona either, but I do think 
the record ahould ahov juat a word of clarification. 

It'e not true that the dear•• reada aa it nov doea "iaadvu
tently," aa ycn,r note of Dec•ber aaya; the n- waa chased 
iD the apriaa of 1969, in reapoAae to a letter froa Profeaaor 
Fairhurat to the Graduate School (apecifically to Bill Wa~er 
who wae then cbair.an of the Phyaical Sciences Group co.mittee) 
propoetaa aeveral chana•• in prosr•• in the aeneral area, and 
apecifically aekina at that tiae that the M.S. and Ph.D. pro
ar_. iD lU:neral !Daineerina ahould have their Da1M c.haqed to 
read M1ueral Ruourcea lqineerina. The reuon atven for the 
refiueet ia the epriaa of 1969 waa ''chaaaee in the d•aipation 
of the uadersraduate dear•• curricula 1D the achool," coupled 
with ao.e aliaht reviaiona in content to include certain toptca 
dealina with extraction and proceea aetalluray. 

I taka it from your letter of Dece.ber 3, 1971, that you folka 
have now chaaaed your uaderaraduate major back aaain ~ and while 
I ai&ht be worried about the indicationa of fliahtinaaa alld in
atability in your particular field, I would certainly b.ve no 
Objectione to Chanatna the name even after eo brief a period aa 
three yeara ainee the laat chanae •. But I would like a note from 
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Profeeaor J. B. Lawver rebi.'Ury 24. 1972 

you cODfind.ua ., readtaa of thue facte; and l aleo naed 80118-
tbina froa you with reaard to the Ph.D. dearee, preHDtly dee-
1pated u Mineral Reeourcee lqiuer:lq. 

With but rea•n•,. 

BLC:j 
.. _-. .1,.' j 

Sincerely youra, 

Bryce Crawford, Jr. 
Dean 
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UNIVERSITY o_:jV!innesotCL 

~11:\"ERAL RESOURCES RESEARCH CE:\"TER • ~IIX:\"EAPOLIS, ~II:\"1\ESOTA 55455 

December 3, 1971 

TO: Dean A. J. Hein 

FROM: J. E. Lawver 

SUBJECT: Present Designated M.S. Degree in Mineral Engineering 

The present designated M.S. degree in Mineral Engineering inadvertently 
reads M.S. in Mineral Resources Engineering. The word "Resources" 
should be deleted to be consistant with the undergrade degree. 
Further, the inclusion of the word "Resources" implies an emphasis in 
mineral economics rather than in engineering. 

This matter was brought to the attention of the Department of Civil 
and Mineral Engineering at a faculty meeting on December 2 when it was agreed 
that the error be corrected at the earliest convenient date. I would 
appreciate receiving your comments on this matter at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 

,:;.~~-~,·~·· 

J. E. Lawver 
Professor and Director 

JEL/atp 

cc: Dr. L. E. Goodman 
Dean R. A. Swalin 
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UNIVERSITY o_11Ainmsotv., 

SCHOOL OF :\Il:\'ERAL AND !.IETALLURCICAL ENGINEERING. 

MINES AND METALLURGY BUILDING • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

Dr. William H. Warner 
Chairman 
Physical Sciences Group Committee 
1178 Aeronautical Engineering 
Minneapolis Campus 

April 1, 1969 

GRADUATE PROGRD..MS 
SCHOOL OF MINERD..L A1-TD METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

Dear Dr. Warner: 

I wish to request approval-of the Physical Sciences Group Committee to 
establish the following Graduate programs within the School of Mineral and 
Metallurgical Engineering. 

1. M.S. programinGeo-Engineering- newprogram. 
2. M.S. and Ph. D programs in Mineral Resources Engineering 

(to replace Mineral Engineering programs) 
3. M.S. and Ph. D programs in Metallurgy - Materials Science 

(to replace Metallurgical Engineering program) 

This request results from changes in the designation of the undergraduate 
degree curricula in the School. Thus 

Geological Engineering has been revised and designated Gee-Engineering. 
There was previously no graduate program in this area (see below). 

Mineral Engineering has been revised to include the extractive and process 
metallurgy topics formerly part of Metallurgical Engineering. and is now designated 
Mineral Resources Engineering. M. S. and Ph. D programs· in Mineral Engineering 
should, for consistency, be re-designated Mineral Resources Engineering. 
Graduate faculty in this area vvill be increased to include those members now in 
extractive and process metallurgy. 

Metallu.rgical Engineering which is now exclusively Physical Metallurgy 
and Materials Science ;has been re-designated Metallurgy-Materials Science. 

M.S. and Ph. D programs in Metallurgical Engineering should also be 
re-designated Metallurgy- Materials Science. 

i 
! 
t 
I 
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Dr. Williar,1 H. \Varner 
April 1 1 1969 
Page Two 

M.S. Program in Geo-Engineering 

Briefly 1 Gee-Engineering may be described as that branch of Technology 
devoted to engineering problems in which the properties and behaviour of 
materials of the earth's crust are of major significance. :Although previously 
intimately connected with mining engineering it is now expanding rapidly 
because of the growing interest in use of the sub-surface for non-mining 
activities and in non-mineral resources. The field of rock mechanics (in 
which about 20 graduate students have undertaken research at the University 
of Minnesota - receiving degrees in Mineral Engineering) is part of Gee
Engineering. 

It is hoped to include several I:l.embers of the School of Earth Sciences as 
graduate faculty in Geo-EngLneering. (Such nominations ·will be submitted 
later.) Currently four staff members of the School of Mineral and Metallurgical 
Engineering are proposed as graduate faculty in Gee-Engineering . 

C. Fairhurst - now full (B) member in Mineral Engineering 

A. M. Starfield - now full (B) member in Mineral Engineering 

N. G. W. Cook (Adjunct Professor) - now A3 member in Mineral Engineering 

D. H. Yardley - now A3 member in Mineral Engineering 

It is intended to add two staff members in Gee-Engineering within the next two 
years. These will also be nominated for Graduate School membership. 

Although approval for the M. S. program alone is requested at this time (in 
order to allow 200 level Geo E courses previously designated MinE to be approved 
by the Graduate School). a request for approval of a corresponding Ph. D program 
will be submitted later 1 after addition of graduate faculty from Earth Sciences. 

If the above proposal is accepted I wish to further request Graduate School 
approval of the following courses: 

Geo E 201-202-203 
204-205-206 

Geo E 2 51 1 2 52 

Geo E 212-213-214 

Seminar in Gee-Engineering (Previously MinE 
201 - 206) 

' 
(formerly MinE 251 1 252) Advanced Rock Mechanics I II 

Gee-Engineering Research Problems (formerly Min E 
212-213-214) 
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Dr. 'INilliam H. vVa r ner 
April 1, 1969 
Page Three 

I hope these matters can be discussed at the April 3 meeting. 

Yours sincerely, 

/;· . 
/ ' 

- ,' . /·, - f ~ 
-· - •'

0

• l -~I • 

Charles Fairhurst 
Professor and Head 

cc sent to Professors Dodson, Hamermesh, Lambert, Markus, 
Nichol, Ranz; Mrs. vVagner 

CF/jn 
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UNIVERSITY o_:iV(inn.e.sot~ 
--------~.--._ _ _,___....._ 

DEPART~!EXT OF AE.ROXAUTICS AXD ESGIXEERIXG MECHAXICS 

107 AEROXAUTICAL ESGIXEERIXG BUILDIXG 

MIN!'O"EAPOLIS, !>UXXESOTA 55455 

April 9, 1969 

Dean Bryce L. Crawford, Jr. 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Bryce: 

The Physical Sciences Group Conl.Ini ttee recormnends to 
the Executive Committee approval of the proposed changes 
in major field_designations in the Department of Aeronautics 
and Engineering Mechanics and of the changes in designations, 
and establishment of a new major, in the School of Mineral 
and Metallurgical Engineering. 

The changes in major field designations from "Aeronautical 
Engineering" to "Aerospace Engineering and from "Nechanics 
and Naterials" to '~-iechanics" seem minor to the Comrni ttee. 
The reasons given in Professor Sethna's letter to you of 
31 March are adequate. The change in designated degree name, 
to "M.S. in Aerospace Engineering", is also recomrrtended. 
Another copy of Professor Sethna's letter is attached in 
support of these changes. 

The changes in the major field designations from 
"Mineral Engineering" to "Mineral Resources Engineering" and 
from "Metallurgical Engineering" to ".Netallurgy and Materials 
Science" are reconu.-nended. The establishment of a ne\v major 
field ."Gee-Engineering" at the N.S. level is recommended. 
Reasons for these changes are those given in Professor Fairhurst's 
letters of 18 March and 1 April, copies of which are attached. 
Further development of the Gee-Engineering program at the 
Ph.D. level is to come, based upon discussions among faculty 
of the School of Earth Sciences and of the School of Mineral 
and Metallurgical Engineering. 

Degree designations in the three fields at the M.S. 
level will follow the present practice in Mineral and 
Metallurgical Engineering, allowing designated or undesig
nated degrees under conditions to be stated in the Gradu~te 
Bulletin. 

- ---··~--------·------ r 
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Dean Bryce L. Crawford, Jr. 
April 9, 1969 
Page 'I\vo 

Professor Fairhurst will send in formal Graduate 
Faculty nominations for the new field as soon as possible. 
All those listed in the proposal have our approval. The 
proposed graduate courses have been transmitted to Miss 
Lind; they are all existing Mineral Engineering courses, 
which would now be designated as Gee-Engineering (GeoE) 
instead. 

wtM/slt 

Attachments 

Sincerely yours, 

W. H. Warner 
Professor 
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UNIVERSITY o_:.i'v{inntsota 

MINERAL RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

December 3, 1971 

TO: Dean A. J. Hein 

FROM: J. E. Lawver 

SUBJECT: Present Designated M.S. Degree in Mineral Engineering 

TheJpresent designated M.S. degree in Mineral Engineering inadvertently 
reads M.S. in Mineral Resources Engineering. The word "Resources" 
should be deleted to be consistant with the undergrade degree. 
Further, the inclusion of the word "Resources" implies an emphasis in 
mineral economics rather than in engineering. 

This matter was brought to the attention of the Department of Civil 
and Mineral Engineering at a faculty meeting on December 2 when it was agreed 
that the error be corrected at the earliest convenient date. I would 
appreciate receiving your comments on this matter at your convenience. 

Sincerely, 

?1'?/~ 
~J. E. Lawver 

Professor and Director 

JEL/atp 

cc: Dr. L. E. Goodman 
Dean R. A. Swalin 
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UNIVERSITY o.:Jv!inntsota 

SCHOOL OF MINERAL AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

MINES AND METALLURGY BUILDING • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

Dr. William H. Warner 
Chairman 
Physical Sciences Group Committee 
117B Aeronautical Engineering 
Minneapolis Campus 

-~ 

GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
SCHOOL OF MINERAL AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

Dear Dr. Warner: 

I wish to request approval-of the Physical Sciences Group Committee to 
establish the following Graduate programs within the School of Mineral and 
Metallurgical Engineering. 

1. M.S. program in Geo-Engineering - new program. 
2. M.S. and Ph. D programs in Mineral Resources Engineering 

(to replace Mineral Engineering programs) 
3. M.S. and Ph. D programs in Metallurgy - Materials Science 

(to replace Metallurgical Engineering program) 

This request results from changes in the designation of the undergraduate 
degree curricula in the School. Thus 

Geological Engineering has been revised and designated Gee-Engineering. 
There was previously no graduate program in this area (see below). 

Mineral Engineering has been revised to include the extractive and process 
./ metallurgy topics formerly part of Metallurgical Engineering, and is now designated r Mineral Resources Engineering. M. S. and Ph. D programs in Mineral Engineering 

should I for consistency I be re-designated Mineral Resources Engineering. 
Graduate faculty in this area will be increased to include those members now in I extractive and process metallurgy. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Metallurgical Engineering which is now exclusively Physical Metallurgy 
and Materials Science ;has been re-designated Metallurgy- Materials Science. 

M.S. and Ph. D programs in Metallurgical Engineering should also be 
re-designated Metallurgy-Materials Science. 

I ·, 
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Dr. William H. Warner 
April 1, 1969 
Page Two 

M.S. Program in Geo-Engineering 

Briefly, Geo-Engineering may be described as that branch of Technology 
devoted to engineering problems in which the properties and behaviour of 
materials of the earth's crust are of major significance. ·Although previously 
intimately connected with mining engineering it is now expanding rapidly 
because of the growing interest in use of the sub-surface for non-mining 
activities and in non-mineral resources. The field of rock mechanics (in 
which about 2 0 graduate students have undertaken research at the University 
of Minnesota - receiving degrees in Mineral Engineering) is part of Geo
Engineering. 

It is hoped to include several members of the School of Earth Sciences as 
graduate faculty in Geo-Engineering. (Such nominations will be submitted 
later.) Currently four staff members of the School of Mineral and Metallurgical 
Engineering are proposed as graduate faculty in Geo-Engineering. 

C. Fairhurst - now full (B) member in Mineral Engineering 

A. M. Starfield - now full (B) member in Mineral Engineering 

N. G. W. Cook (Adjunct Professor) - now A3 member in Mineral Engineering· 

D. H. Yardley - now A3 member in Mineral Engineering 

It is intended to add two staff members in Geo-Engineering within the next two 
years. These will also be nominated for Graduate School membership. 

Although approval for the M. S. program alone is requested at this time (in 
order to allow 200 level Geo E courses previously designated MinE to be approved 
by the Graduate School), a request for approval of a corresponding Ph. D program 
will be submitted later,· after addition of graduate faculty from Earth Sciences. 

If the above proposal is accepted I wish to further request Graduate School 
approval of the following courses: 

Geo E 201-202-203 
204-205-206 

Geo E 2 51, 2 52 

Seminar in Geo-Engineering (Previously MinE 
201 - 206) 

(formerly MinE 251, 252) Advanced Rock Mechanics I II 

Geo E 212-213-214 Geo-Engineering Research Problems (formerly Min E 
212-213-214) 
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Dr. William H. Warner 
April 1, 1969 · 
Page Three 

I hope these matters can be discussed at the April 3 meeting. 

Yours sincerely, 

Charles Fairhurst 
Professor and Head 

cc sent to Professors Dodson, Hamermesh, Lambert, Markus, 
Nichol, :Ranz; Mrs. Wagner 

CF/jn 
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UNIVERSITY o.:JV(innesota, P..P R 1 D 1869 

DEPARTMENT OF AERONAUTICS AND ENGINEERING MECHANICS 

107 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING BUILDING 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55455 

April 9, 1969 

Dean Bryce L. Crawford, Jr. 
The Graduate School 
321 Johnston Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Bryce: 

The Physical Sciences Group Committee recommends to 
the Executive Committee approval of the proposed changes 
in major field_designations in the Department of Aeronautics 
and Engineering Mechanics and of the changes in designations, 
and establishment of a new major, in the School of Mineral 
and Metallurgical Engineering. 

The changes in major field designations from "Aeronautical 
Engineering" to "Aerospace Engineering and from "Mechanics 
and Materials" to'Mechanics" seem minor to the Committee. 
The reasons given in Professor Sethna's letter to you of 
31 March are adequate. The change in designated degree name, 
to "M.S. in Aerospace Engineering", is also recommended. 
Another copy of Professor Sethna's letter is attached in 
support of these changes. 

The changes in the major field designations from 
"Mineral Engineering" to "Mineral Resources Engineering" and 
from "Metallurgical Engineering" to "Metallurgy and Materials 
Science" are recommended. The establishment of a new major 
field ."Gee-Engineering" at the M.S. level is recommended. 
Reasons for these changes are those given in Professor Fairhurst's 
letters of 18 March and 1 April, copies of which are attached. 
Further development of the Gee-Engineering program at the 
Ph.D. level is to come, based upon discussions among faculty 
of the School of Earth Sciences and of the School of Mineral 
and Metallurgical Engineering. 

Degree designations in the three fields at the M.S. 
level will follow the present practice in Mineral and 
Metallurgical Engineering, allowing designated or undesig
nated degrees under conditions to be stated in the Gradudte 
Bulletin. 
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Dean Bryce L. Crawford, Jr. 
April 9, 1969 
Page Two 

Professor Fairhurst will send in formal Graduate 
Faculty nominations for the new field as soon as possible. 
All those listed in the proposal have our approval. The 
proposed graduate courses have been transmitted to Miss 
Lind; they are all existing Mineral Engineering courses, 
which would now be designated as Geo-Engineering (GeoE) 
instead. 

WHW/slt 

Attachments 

Sincerely yours, 

w. H. Warner 
Professor 
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A.SU EIH"CA.fiOSAI. RELATIOSSHIPS • MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA SS4SS 

March 29, 1972 

TO: Vice President Wenberg 
Vice P~esident Shepherd 
Dean Bryce Crawford, Jr .v 

FROM: Stan Kegler 

PIIONE 373-2054 • AREA CODE 812 

SUBJECT: Proposal for ~~ster of General Studies Program at UMM 

The attached proposal, you will note from the date, has been bouncing 
about internally for some time. I sent it to Dean Crawford early last 
fall for his comments, but I believe it has been lost in the shuffle. 
In any event, I should like to repeat some comments about the proposal 
that I made then, indicate what I think are some appropriate protocols, 
and seek your advicl~. 

Gener01l Comrncnts 
UMM was fou:::.ded :1.s ~1.n undergr.:.duate li.heral arts coll('ge. In the main 
it has restricted itself to that mission; some Continuing Education and 
Extension activities have been develc-ped over the years, but these are 
relatively minimal. 

Proposal Comments 
The proposal is esse:ntial::..y for a bro.,d fields Master of General Studi.es 
program based on environment.q! cons ide cations. It stems from an ERDC 
study showi:1g considerable interest b)' pr.:tcticing teachers. The ~;ork 
proposed would be offered in evenings and summer school; the enrollment 
is likely to be modt!S l in s i: c and there seems no likelihood of inter
ference with the basic mission of L')!::f. S..>uthwcst State at first seemed 
interested in a co,'perative ·:t-nturc, but now has decided net to develop 
offerings at that levGl. 

What is sought now is an answer to abasic question--do the vice presidents 
feel the progr.1m is wurthwhile pursuing through the arduous path outlined 
below? If ~. JQI .1:1d his colleagues are willing, indeed anxious to pro
<!eed; if .!!2_, they and we can save a good deal of staff time. 

Some Issues 
1. Should l~~1 modify its mission, even to this minor extent? 
2. Arc the library resources suitable for the undertaking? 
3. Are the faculty resources sufficiently strong, both in 

breadth and quality? (~zy own reaction to this issue is 
that they are.) 

4. What would the costs be? (Hy belief is that, although 
most of the work would be offered evenings and summers, 
some 0100 funds for develo~~nt and ~dministration would 
be required, I am not certain how ~ch, nor ·is JQI. We 
could develop cost estimates if the VP's gave the pre
liminary green light?) 
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March 29, 1972 

Assuming. all of thkse issues are dealt with, a second set 
arises: 
1. Should the program be at the M.A. (that is, Graduate 

School) level or at the "post-baccalaureate" locally
administered level? 

2. Admissions criteria? 
3. Transferability, etc.? 

Some of these questions revolve around the ultimate recom
mendations of the SCEP Subcoumittee on Post-Baccalaureate 
programs. 

The Procedures and Protocols 
1. What is required now is a green or red light to con

tinue discussions. 1 have not pressed this issue too 
hard because I believed the Linck Committee would 
have a report by this time. 

2. SCEP and CEE certainly need to be consulted, the former 
because educational policy is involved which, I be
lieve, docs have Gniv~rs ity-wide import. On the other 
hand, depending on tile Linck Committee recommendations, 
it may not h~ve such ~portance. CEE certainly because 
of the nature of the pruposal itself. Tommy Thompson 
and colleagues clearly nePd to be in the discussions • 

.3. After that, of course, come the tirne-cc:t~;uming proce
dures norm<ll to such programs--Rt'gents, l:iECC/CAC, etc. 

If decid-·d as .:1 gr;lduate school umbrella program, the 
referr.ll pnwedurcs nonn.:d to that operation would 
also require pursuing. 

I have net pursued all of thL issues, questions, and protocols, but enough 
to run up S(.liiJC fl:.tgs ·.lnd ,·.iulions. 

SBK:glf 

Enclosure 

, 
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UYM, MASTERS IN GENERAL STUDIES 

(Offered through Evening Classes and Summer Session 
by the Un J vers I ty of HI nnesota, 1-'orr Is> 

\ 
An ERDC questionnaire administered in the public schools of Western and South
western Minnesota revealed that hundreds of teachers are anxious to enroll In 
post-baccalaureate degree courses If they were offered In this area. The results 
of this study are simi Jar to other evidence which has accumulated regarding the 
urgent need for a wei I developed program offering the opportunity to gain graduate 
level ed~catlonal experience. 

The severe Jack of opportunity for education beyond the B.A. or B.S. degree exists 
In other areas besides public school related positions. Examples are In areas such 
as Health Science, Business and r4anagement, Humanities, Social Science, Mathematics, 
Physical Science, and Biology. 
I 
Courses an1 terminal degrees should be available for area residents In the above 
fields. 

********************************************************************************** 

I. !!!!. Proposed CURRICULUr~ --To consist of a ··generalized'' and a "specialized'' 
sequence. 

THE GENERAL I ZED _sEQUENCE 

A total of 30 credits, with a minimum of nine credits from one of the four areas, 
must be accumu I ated In the "genera I i zed sequence'' of courses. 

Total fnvironrnanti 

A. 

SOCIAL 
MAN 

' B. 

CREATIVE 
C0t.f.1UN I CAT I ON 

l'nter-cu I tu ra I studies Speech 

Languages Art 

Literature Performing Art 
Dance 

History Music 

~-~--·---

c. 
Ll VING 

ti.AN 
CBiologl~al) 

Psychology 
Anthropology 
Sociology
Persona I I ty 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Ecology 
Population 

Sociology Creative \~ritlng 

Social Psychology 

Philosophy 

~SPECIALIZED SEQUENCE CArea of Concentration) 

0. 

MAN & 
TECHNOLOGY 

Computers 
Symbolic logic 

systems 
Media 
Pol I uti on 
Food Issues 
MathematIcs 
Physical Science 

Chemistry 
Physics 
Earth Science 
Geology 

A total of 15 credits, with nine credits of courses and 6 credits of a project, 
must be accumulated In one of the "specialized sequence" of courses. 
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These areas Inc I ude the seventeen d f scI pI I nes offered on the LJt.t4 cempus es ~f. 
~~ 

well es Health Science, Business and Management, Eleman~ary Education and 
Secondary Education. 

The 17 disciplines: Art, English, Modern Languages, Muslc, Philosophy, 
Speech and Theatre Arts, Anthropology, Economics, History, Political 
Science, Psychology, Sociology, Biology, Chemistry, Geology, 
Mathematics, Physics • 

Miscellaneous Information 

I. Advl sors 

Six advisors will be carefully selected--one from each of the four areas 
In the "Generalized Sequence" and two from the Division of Education (one 
from secondary and one from elementary.) 

Those-advisors wll I be trained In a special workshop provided by an 
Institution such as the University of tHnnesota, t-11nneapolls <through 
the cooperation of the Graduate School and the Col lege of Education.) 

2. Administration 

The Evening Classes and Summer Session office wll I administer the program. 
The usual services of the Minneapolis campus wl I I take care of transcripts, 
payment of faculty salaries, etc. A ful 1-tlme secretary In both the 
Records office and thP. Continuing Education office (during the summer 
months) wll I handle correspondence, publicity, bul letlns, and registration.) 

A Masters Degree AdmInIstratIve Counc II ·.d I I ssrve as a poI Icy board. ThIs 
would consist of the six advisors, the Acad~mic Dean, the Records Officer, 
and the Director of Continuing Educatl0n. 

' 3. ·General Requirement~ 

A. Admission based on: 

a. 

c. 

a) Graduation from an accredited college, or by special approve!. 

b) Special requlre~€nts, such as grade point averages, courses, 
skills or abiliTies, as recorrmanded by the advisors and approved 
by the Masters Degree Administrative Council. 

Total Credits 

a> Forty-five quarter credits In post-baccalaureate level courses or 
approved credit experiences. <Approval for all courses must be 
granted by the advisor and recorded for perusal by the Masters 
Degree Adminlstratlv8 Council.) 

b) A minimum of 35 credits must be earned In the ~M Masters fn General 
Studies prooram. (A maximum of ten credits may be transferred from 
other Institutions.> 

/HI work submitted for the degree must be lnftlated and concluded 
within seven years prior to the date of graduation. 

• ~ • • I ' • 

... .•· 
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s. 

D. Each area of concentration must submit a complete description of 
courses or approved experiences, faculty, means of culminating the 
degree, etc., before approval for Inclusion In the program will be 
granted by the ·Masters Degree Administrative Council. 

\ 
The Faculty 

• 

· A. The qual lty of the faculty Is of greatest Importance to the Master's 
program. The facul'ty member Involved In the p-rogram must be a scholar 
and teacher In the fIe I d concerned. In spec I a I I zed areas where the 
doctorate Is not necessarily appropriate, he should have special 
experience and academic training considered terminal. 

B. The number of faculty members needed to offer a program should be 
sufficient to give the student the stimulation of several points of 
view and to provide a variety of exposure within the specialty. A 
minimum of two qualified faculty members must participate In a field. 

Further elaboration on the Program 

A. A Masters In General Studies Degree consists of coursework, seminars, 
Independent study and research, and In some cases special creative 
activity designed to assist a student to gain knowledge and competence 
In a field or In the use of Its scholarly and creative tools and 
Investigative procedures. 

B. Facilities which are appropriate should be available for a rrogram. In 
the sciences, for example, adeGuate laboratory equipment and space 
should be provided students. Each area Involved In the program should 
make a concerted effort to provide a broad bibliography of reference 
materials from the UMf·" library as well as from the Walter library on 
the Minneapolis campus. 

. ;.' 
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lJt.t.1, f.1ASTERS IN GENERAL STUD~ES 

(Offered through Evening Classes & S~mmer Session 
by the University of Minnesota, 1-iorrfs.> 

The LMM Masters In General Studies program Is administered by the t·1asters Degree Administrative Council through the 
cooperation of the Graduate School, General Extension Division and Summer Session of the University of l~innesota. It 
Is desfgned to provide post-baccalaureate education for those Interested In a "total environment" emphasis. 

Academic 
Dean C lJMt.!) 

QUALITY CONTROL 

MASTERS DEGREE ADMINISTRATIVE COUNC ll WIne votIng members> 

Director of Continuing 
Ed ucat I on ( l.Jt.Y-1 > 

Six Advisors (U~M) 
A. Social r·~an 
B. Creative Communication 
C. Living l·lan 
D. Man & Technology 
E. Secondary Education 
F. Elementary Education 

One member nominated 
by Graduate School of 
UnIversity of 1-1 I nne sot a 

The Records 
OffIcer ( LJMM) 

/ 

I. Masters Degree Administrative Counci 1--l·'.embers of this council all of the calibre which would normally qualIfy 
for membership in the L:niversity of l·linnesota Graduate School faculty. 

2. Gra~uate School, Unfv. of Minnesota-- Help develop guidelines for selection of courses, faculty, students and other 
curricular activities. 

• 

3. General Exteeslon, Summer Session --- Deans and administrators provide guidance and assistance in matters concerning 
courses, faculty, hours, transcripts, grades, faculty salaries, etc. 

4. Academic Dean of Uf-11-1 -- Provide supervision and guidance 

(J 

fir' . r: 
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Student proposal to seek funds for student-owned housing on West Bank was tabled by Regents 
On rare roll call vote, only Regents Andersen and Sherburne voted for MSA proposal. Board 
gave OK to Commonwealth Terrace organization to apply to HUD for funds for student-run 
housing facility for married students on St. Paul campus. HUD deadline is May 1. 

Regents lifted ban on Como housing project, halted last April when Legislative Building 
Commission raised several questions. Commission has indicated that U has been responsive 
to its concerns. Project for married-student housing should be ready for bidding July 1. 

Budget principles approved by Regents call for tuition hikes of $10-$48 per quarter. Big ~ 
gest increase will be for nonresident students in professional and graduate schools. 

Enrollment ceilings announced for CLA, GC, home economics, biological sciences, education 
Projected enrollment for fall 1972 is 51,178. Actual enrollment in fall 1971 was 51,245. 
Increases expected in biological sciences, business, medicine, nursing, University Without 
Walls, Experimental College. Declines expected in CLA, GC, IT, Grad School, pharmacy. 

Russell Tall named director of U Relations. He had been acting director since February. 

Clinton N. Hewitt named director of physical planning. He was assistant university planner 
at U of Michigan for four years. 

Student services fee decision held over for month. Controversy centered on $2.75 fee for . 
consolidated athletic capital improvement fund, opposed by student-dominated fees commit
tee. Also, Regents asked for accountability in use of funds by MSA, other organizations. 

Graduation fee decreased from $15 to $10, to go into effect for August commencement. 

Unemployment compensation for academic staff will be provided in plan approved by Regents , 
Recent federal and state legislation made faculty members eligible for compensation. 

U ranks 11th among nation's universities in amount of federal support it gets for research, 
fellowships, and other sponsored programs, according to report to Regents by Luther Pickrbl. 
In fiscal 1969-70, U received $46.5 million from federal agencies ($30.4 million from HEW). 

Anne Wirt, executive assistant to VP Shepherd for eight years, has been named assistant 
director of Office of Sponsored Programs. 

Civil service pay plan approved by Regents. Plan raises salary ranges for most classifick 
tions, doesn't affect present salaries of any employees. Plan is essentially the same as 
one sent back for revision in December except that some top ranges were raised. 

Promotions to full professor approved for 61 faculty members on TC campus (including Ag 
Extension), 3 at Morris, 1 at Duluth. Promoted to associate professor: 78 from TC, 2 frb 
Crookston, 13 from Duluth, 5 from Morris, 1 from Waseca. To assistant professor: 23 from 
TC, 5 from Crookston, 1 each from Duluth and Waseca. 

Early retirements approved for Florence Ehrenkranz, home ec; Robert Lander, mechanic:Jl 
engineering; Anne Oren, social work; Lyndell Scott, social work; Ruth Palmer, UMD. 

(OVER) 
F r d r h Oft of U v r t 



Dr. Michael DeBakey, distinguished cardiovascular surgeon who heads surgery department at 
Baylor, will be Donald Church Balfour Visiting Professor of Surgery at Mayo Graduate School 
of Medicine in Rochester Oct. 26-28. Dr. Balfour was director of school from 1937 to 1947. 

Problems of wage-price freeze discussed by Regents' committee. Freeze doesn't apply when 
faculty member moves to another school, Regent Sherburne said; 'we can't raise their wages 
but somebody else can." VP Shepherd said best offers are coming from schools in southern 
U.S. and Canada. "Some of the offers for our best people are extraordinary," he said. 

DULUTH--Roger Hooke, geology and geophysics, TC campus, will speak Thursday (April 20) at 
3:30 in Science-Mathematics Room 216. First in seminar series sponsored by geology 
department during next three months. Most speakers will be UMD geology faculty. 

MORRIS--By a 2-1 margin, Campus Assembly defeated guidelines for graduate programming on~ 
Morris campus that would have set stage for possible graduate study. ~ 

William Scarborough appointed acting chairman of division of education, replacing Dean 
Hinmon, who will be on leave to work in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, for UNESCO. 

TWIN CITIES--Law professor Carl Auerbach named acting dean of Law School for 1972-73. 

Humanities program will have new director, more full-time faculty, and future involvement 
in graduate studies, CLA Dean Ziebarth told Regents. Assoc. Dean Virginia Fredricks heads 
committee to strengthen program, direct new emphasis. Cutbacks have been "severe," 
Ziebarth said, but potential of humanities program is 'well recognized" throughout U. 

Program leading to M.S. in family planning administration approved. Because of concern 
about population, VP French said he expects much federal support in this area in future. 

H. Maria Patermann, head of sciences-engineering library at U of California at Santa 
Barbara, has been named head of St. Paul campus library. 

Proposed new grading system will be big topic at Assembly meeting April 27. Assembly will 
also vote on whether to let freshmen compete in varsity football and basketball. Big Ten 
has already voted to allow freshman participation in spite of Minnesota's "no" vote. 

Two members to be elected to Committee on Committees. Nominees: Kent Bales, English; John 
Clausen, IT; Lester Hanson, animal science; Richard Purple, neurophysiology. Additional 
nominations may be made i n petition from 12 Assembly members to Donald Beatty by April 26. 

Energy Conservation Campaign will begin in mid-May in effort to save up to $45,000 a year 
in electric bills. Progr am originally designed by Jim O'Gara, senior electrical engineer, 
and Robert Reid, environmental engineer, as anti-pollution measure. O'Gara said it cost 
more than $1.2 million to provide electricity for TC campus in 1970-71. 

Institute of Agriculture general operations funds will be separated into two categories: 
instructional-related and research-related. Dean Berg requested change, said difficulties 
have resulted from "co-mi ngling of funds for these two distinct missions." 

Amy Harris, collaborator with her husband, Dr. Thomas A. 
OK--You're OK, will be keynote speaker at Health Alert: 
She will speak at 9:30a.m. in Coffman junior ballroom. 

Harris, on best-selling book I'm 
Interim Report Thursday (April 20). 
Cost of day-long program is $11. 

Tom Jones, Regents' Professor of History, will give next Regents' Professor Lecture April 
26 at 12:15 in Mayo audit orium. Topic will be "Karanis: Middletown of Greco-Roman Egypt." 

Kati Sasseville, 37-year-old mother of six, elected president of Law School Council. She 
will take office June 14 as first woman president of the student organization. 

Dag Schjelderup-Ebbe, composer and musicologist from U of Oslo, will give free performance
lecture on "Norwegian Folk and Art Music" April 21 at 3 in Coffman women's lounge. 

#### 
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UMM, MASTERS IN GENERAL STUDIES 

BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS 

/ 

A. During Summer Sessions 

I. "A" appointment for Director of Continuing Education 
2. Full-time employment for a Sr. Clerk Typist (approximately $1250.00) 

B. During the school year 
./ 

I. Half-time employment of a Sr. Clerk Typist 
2. Continue the current rate of remuneration to the Director of Continuing Education (equivalent 

of teaching a 3-cred It course per quarter.) . 

C. Miscellaneous additional costs 

I. $750.00 additional funds needed for supplies, expense and equipment. 

D. It Is expected that the enrollments will support the instructional and related costs of the 
total program. 

• 
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Minutes of the February 24, 1972 meet~.~:;5PRC:) c;::-v·· 
A separate action was taken for the 1972 review group suggested by the Sub

committee. The proposal that the review be begun with Unit 3 was moved, seconded, 
and passed unanimously. 

Prof. Boyd asked if any other field might be added to the Unit 3 review. It 
was suggested that Industrial Engineering be included; Prof. Prager will consult 
the program faculty.,:..._-""'-·"""-~--·-··"-'""' 
------.......::--::~:=-;;;:;;.;,..--- ::ze.....~ •. , .. ,,.,,_.~,~ .. "'ur{;t,-;.,_ 

Changes in the Professional Master's Deg~ 
A draft of the proposed program was distributed with the Feb. 24 agenda. 

1 According to Prof. Plunkett's summary, the professional master's degree in 
'Engineering is a terminal, non-research-oriented degree to train the student in 
engineering design at the University of Minnesota for one year beyond the B.S. 
degree. The demand for this type of degree is growing throughout the country. 

Essentially the program is similar to the former five-year B.S. degree, and 
is motivated at least in part to provide University of Minnesota engineering 
graduates with better opportunities in the current employment market. The subject 
of whether the program be administered jointly by IT and the Graduate School or 
exclusively by IT was discussed among the Engineering faculties--SO% agreed 
that IT should undertake the administration of the program. 

Prof. Plunkett further made it clear that the students in the following two 
categories would be excluded from admission to the program: first, those with non
engineering B.S. degree who seek some kind of an advanced degree in Engineering, 
and second, those who have an inadequate undergraduate background yet whose job 
situations warrant some sort of an advanced professional degree. He also said 
that the program would routinely admit students with a GPA above 2.5; when a 
department recommends a student with a GPA of below this level, adequate documen
tation of special circumstances must be offered. Students, including foreign 
students, whose engineering background was acquired at other institutions will be 
also considered through on a separate basis. 

In order to be of service to the June graduates, the revised program should 
be available for their consideration by April. Prof. Plunkett therefore suggested 
a motion that the committee approve the program with the 'provision that any 
reservations or questions would receive special interim discussion. 

It was moved, seconded, and passed that the committee tentatively recommend the 
program for a trial period of one year pending a more detailed review by the P & R 
Committee. If this recommendation is approved, the program will go into effect 
from Fall Quarter, 1972 to before April 1, 1973. If the program should be dis
continued after April 1, 1973, students enrolled for the Spring Quarter, 1973 will 
be allowed to complete the program. The proposal has been turned over to the Sub
committee on the Master's Degree for more detailed study. 

II V. The Next Meetings 

I 
I 

The next two meetings were set up as follows: 

March 30, 1972, 11:30 a.m., 626 Campus Club 
May 4, 1972, 11:30 a.m., 626 Campus Club. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

March 13, 1972 

Respectfully submitted, 
Taewon H. Rno 
c"""---6----
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UNIVERSITY o.:Jv(innesotzt 

GRADUATE SCHOOL • JOHNSTON HALL • MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA 55455 

April 26, 1972 

MEMORAND.UM 

TO: Professors Neal Amundson, Landis L. Boyd, Charles Fairhurst, 
Richard c. Jordan, William T. Feria and P. R. Sethna 

/J'lJ -::..~::'-. 
Warren Ibele, Graduate School ~:/1-.G;:~--FROM: 

SUBJECT: Selection of Representatives to the Master of Engineering 
Unit Committee 

The last meeting of the Executive Committee of the Graduate School 
saw approval, for one year, of the proposed revisions to the Master 
of Engineering prograrrlas recommended by the Physical Sciences 
Policy and Review C~ittee. 

To assist in the administration of the program it was recommended that 
a unit committee be established for the Master of Engineering degree. 
Protocol for obtaining unit committee representatives admits a variety 
of practices. In some instances, the graduate faculty in the area elects 
the representative, in others, the faculty delegates to the department 
chairman or head, the responsibility of determining their representative. 
Fundamental to all practices however is the decisive role of the faculty 
in determining the practices to be followed. 

May we have the name of the representative of your faculty to the Master 
of Engineering Unit Committee at your earliest convenience? When this 
committee has been identified, Dean Crawford will appoint a chairman to 
represent the unit committee to the Physical Sciences Policy and Review 
Committee. These steps will complete the formal administrative arrange
ments in the Graduate School and should permit the program to proceed 
without delay. 

WEI:mc 
cc: Professor Stephen Prager 

Dean Richard Swalin 
Professor Robert Plunkett 
Assistant Dean Andrew Hein 
MS. Beverly Miller 
Ms. Shirley McDonald 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

Subject: Revised Regulations 

..J 

Institute of Technology 
Office of the Dean 

January 18, 1972 

This program was adop~ed three years ago by the IT faculty and 
it now seems a!Jpropriatc to review its oper<:d:ion. About forty studel"ts 
, , . ' d . . , . c . . ' l ~ -. , 1' . . . . '-t. .c - . nave oeen E:Xtrollt~ , p::. .. lmCtl'~lJ.Y 1n 1v11 anct .~·~.lrL.~1."'?I r-~i'::Jneenr.~, \\ll\.~L a .1.~._ • ..,'f 

in A c ro, ?::. :: c > .. ;_c~.i c2-l, f:'.: ... d i\ 0 .::~.i::~.:I t~~~: r_".:.:l E.?"'-~~.~-·: ;;c ·:~"'i ~., ··~ ~ 'I'1-,•:? -fi. .._: :_: L ~-;, ~.-. v ~-~ ·"'·::-: :: '-~ ~ ~-~~:-

just now cornpl<::tir.'! tL?ir pro:::"ams. P~o·:~r211>.s lcc:ding to a 7):"'0~-. ..,.::1cnal 
. -· . - ~ ~' ' ' ..... ~ --· ._- ........ ·~ .-. 

1il:2 ((:J;:;",(.}l, ;~:~ ... c). I.' ~~-~ o.·-~~.:--:.:_.~_·'~la Si.:a·:.=c: ti-~2 ernp:nyr:--~ 1?.nt ~-_;t~:-~ti~::.l~ics s:;~""~V}' 

that people with a m~ster's dc::;~ee are men: emdov2.b1(~ and less li2.ble to 
be laid off. The emphasis, however, in these programs is in the direction 
of our former fifth yea.r in whi2h courses \vith a prof•?ssional or .:m ;:::ppFed 
flavor are ~v.,.; 1 ·~ 1--· 1 :> to "'V~""v ., .. ..,.;:;,,~--- o+=- c ..... +=,.."'~-""';•r "'roo .. ,·;;"'' ~,"'',·,·ere is ~ a c.,_,_ __ .""L-1.~... ~;. t' ... / c.-~-"'--'""·-·--..- ..t... .. ~ .... •·""'.......,~- .)''""'- :;..1 ·,:_~·- .• .L~•.. ~ •• c .... 

sor;,e s tl~.,,_t Oi-\T cu:r:cent c:Cl~il~~;is o:·t c12Sl[?,n n'<ay .~isccur<;;~c both 
students and faculty who an< i:,te:n:.sted jn real encrineerincr rroblems but 

- 0 0 • 

not directly in the design pro:::ess. As a re~ult, and after consultation \'·ith 
the engineering department ch.<rrren ar.d Do;:.n Ibele, I am circulating the 
attadlcd revised draft for f,~culty consideration. 

If we are to be o£ service to our June graduates, we should be 
able to make this revi.sed program available for their consideration in April. 
Because of the short time available, it should be discussed simultaneously 
by the engineering department faculties, the joint committee, and the 
Graduate School. If there is sufficient sentiment in its favor, it will be 
brought before the engineering faculty for action, with appropriate revisions, 
about the first part of March. 

Another item which should be considered at some future date is 
whether this rrogram shGuld co:rtir:ue as a joint effort of IT anJ the Graduate 
School or be adrnir.ist€red exclusively by IT. \'\Thile this subject shculd be 
discussed, it is doubtful that action, if needed,. could be trtken this year. 
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DRAFT 

(for discussion purposes) 

The faculty of the Institute of Technology hereby institutes a nominal one-year 

program of professionally oriented study beyond the B.S. degree subject to the 

following regulations. 

Recent studies of engineering education have concluded that a year of further 

study beyond the customary four-year baccalaureate is often desirable to prepare 

engineers for future work in professional engineering. A prospective student may be 
·----:--. -

neither interested in nor properly prepared to undertake the preparation for research 

and teaching embodied in the Master of Science programs now offered through the 

Graduate School. To satisfy this additional demand, the various engineering depart-

ments offer a one-year program with emphasis on design methods leading to a degree 

of Master of Engineering in a specific field (M. C. E., M. M. E., M.Ae. E., etc.}. 

The program is designed primarily for students who have already received a bachelor's 

degree in the same engineering field or who have a bachelor's degree in a related field 

and appropriate professional experience. The total effort for the year will be spent 

about 40% to 60% in a major field of study, up to 20% in~ minor, and about 40% on 

study of significant professional content. The program will be administered by 

departmental or other appropriate professional engineering program committees 

which will be monitored and advised by a Professional Master's Committee appointed 

by and jointly responsible to the Dean of the Institute of Technology and the Dean 

of the Graduate School. 

The distinction between the objectives of this program and that of the Master 

of Science is not clear cut since it depends on intent. Design concerns itself with 

the application of the knowledge and methods of engineering and of the physical and 
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social sciences for the adaptation of materials and sources of power to the use of 

mankind. Thus, any study which focuses on the engineering application or economic 

criteria rather than on the method or material behavior may properly be called a 

professional study. For example, applied mathematicians have developed mathematical 

methods for optimal structural design; engineers might well use these methods for a 

study of different types of structures to determine construction possibility, cost, 

sensitivity to construction deviations, or other parametric studies. Studies of the 

economic tradeoffs involved in aesthetic and sociological compromises would be highly 

appropriate. In some cases a combination of analysis, synthesis, and experimentation 

would be a suitable project if the primary objective is the operation of the end product 

and not on the development of the method. 

I. ADMISSION 

Any recipient of a four-year B.S. degree from an accredited engineering 

curriculum equivalent to those offered by the University of Minnesota will be 

considered for admission to this program. Applicants without this specific preparation 

will be considered on an individual basis with specific consideration being given to 

recommendations from faculty or practicing engineers. 

II. PROGRAM 

Each student will select an adviser from among the graduate faculty in the field 

of his interest. After consultation with his adviser, he will submit a specific program 

to the appropriate Professional Engineering Program Committee for approval and the 

Professional Master's Committee for concurrence. This program will normally be 

considered by that committee before the end of the first quarter or equivalent. This 

program must include: 
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1- 1. Twenty-seven (27) credits of upper division or graduate level courses. 

I 
A. At least eighteen (18) credits must be in courses which the appropriate 

department considers as being a coherent program of major concentration. 

I Courses offered by another department may be designated by the major 

I 
department as being part of the major for an individual program where this 

is appropriate. Students whose backgrounds require strengthening may be 

I required to complete additional course work. 

I B. Nine (9) credits of upper division or graduate level study in a coherent 

minor program which falls into one of the following categories: 

I a. Broadening the student's understanding of the social impact of 

I engineering decision, 

b. Enhancing the student's potential as an executive, or 

I c. Increasing the student's appreciation of alternative approaches to 

I the problem of synthesis by being in a technical area which could not 

normally be considered as being closely related to his major field of 

I interest. 

I - d. In certain cases an internal minor may be appropriate. 

I 
2. A professional project of eighteen (18) credits. This project should involve 

~~":-·---·~ 

analysis, synthesis, and engineering applications and will culminate in a formal 

I written report and an oral presentation to a committee appointed by the 

I 
Professional Master's Committee. This committee shall have at least three 

members: 

I A. The student's adviser 

I 
B. Two other members of the Graduate faculty 

I 
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c. It may include a referee with considerable experience in professional 

practice. It ~ay often be desirable that this mem her of the jury be a 

practicing engineer skilled in the field of the project. 

D. If the project supervisor is not the adviser, he should also be a member 

of the committee. 

3. There shall be no language requirement for the Master of Engineering degree. 

4. A grade point average of 2. 8 must be maintained in all course work exclusive 

of the project. The performance on the project must be acceptable to the 

committee. 

5. All requirements for the degree shall be completed within five calendar 
)\ 

years of initial registration. 

6. Since the objectives of the two programs are completely different, the 

recipient of the Professional Master's degree must apply in the usual manner 

to the Graduate School if he subsequently wishes to pursue work toward an M.S. 

or Ph. D. Where appropriate, the Graduate School may accept course work 

from the Professional Master's program as appropriate for the Ph. D. program 

but is under no obligation to do so. 

14 January 1972 
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